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Sports

Top pick

Fit as fiddles

Russell wins award
at Shakespeare Festival

MSU returnees in
top shape for fall

See page 14
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Coach moves up
Furr appointed
TVCC assistant
See page 101
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Fair fun

Reagan voices
regrets for the
confusion, pain
of Iran-Contra

Drug reportedly offers hope in
fight against multiple sclerosis
BOSTON ( API — An experimental drug could become the first safe
treatment for early cases of multiple sclerosis, scientists said today,
although experts cautioned it probably will not help people already
crippled by the disease.
A study in today's New England Journal of Medicine said daily
shots of Cop 1 significantly reduced the symptoms and progression of
the disease in people with relatively mild cases.
Other drugs have been shown to slow the disease but are so toxic
they cannot be used routinely. Cop I's only common side effect was
soreness and itching at the spot where the daily injections were
given, scientists said.
"It's very encouraging at the moment," said Dr. Murray B. Bornstein, who directed the study at New York's Albert Einstein College of
Medicine.
"Surely it is not at the level where anybody can say this will
significantly alter the course of the illness in a safe and effective way.
It's very promising, but we still have work to do."
Doctors said they are not convinced Cop 1 will become a part of MS
therapy, and even if it does, its uses will be limited.
"It offers hope for early cases, but there is no evidence that it helps
people with more severe disease," said Dr. Howard L. Weiner of
Brigham and Women's Hospital in Boston. "Clearly it is not the cure
for MS."
About 250,000 people in the United States have MS. The disease
destroys the myelin that sheathes and protects the nerves, disrupting
messages sent along them.
Symptoms can include muscle weakness, dizziness, tremors and
blurred vision. Many victims have trouble walking.

Treasure hunters find Titanic's safe
PARIS 1AP — Treasure hunters have found the Titanic's legendary safe and plan to open it during a live television broadcast, a
salvage expedition spokesman said today.
The safe was found Wednesday on the ocean floor 2.5 miles below
the surface at the Titanic site, 350 miles southwest of Newfoundland,
spokesman Daniel Puget said.
He said the safe is locked and refused to speculate on its contents.
Legend and rumor have surrounded the treasure that may have
gone down with the 1,513 passengers and crew who drowned when the
luxury liner hit an iceberg and sank April 15, 1912.
Tales of a fortune in diamonds and other jewels from the
millionaire passengers on board have circulated, despite the opinion
of experts who say most of the treasure was taken out of the safe in
the hours before the ship sank.
The safe will be brought to the surface "one or two days from now"
and will then be transported to a special laboratory in Paris operated
by the national utility, Electricite de France, Puget said.
In October it will be taken to Monte Carlo, Monaco, to be opened
during the live television broadcast Oct. 28, he said.

Rebecca Boyd, left, and Olivia Porter enjoy a ride Wednesday night at the Murray -('alloway County Jaycees
Fair. Boyd is the daughter of Donnie and Rose Mary Boyd. Porter is the daughter of John and Audrey Porter.
Both families are from Murray. The fair will continue each night through Saturday.
Staff photo by Scott Allison

Gov. Martha Layne Collins
By the Associated Press
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WASHINGTON • AP i — President Reagan, having told the nation he regrets the "lies. leaks,
divisions and mistakes" of the
Iran-Contra affair, left today on a
25-day vacation with a promise to
return to an energetic agenda in
the autumn of his presidency.
Before leaving, he gave the nation a long-promised accounting
that suggested his former national
seciwity -adviser,--Iolln -M.
Foinidexter. had usurped presidential power by making decisions
that rightfully belonged to Reagan
alone.
Leaders from both parties
agreed with Reagan that the nation cannot allow itself to become
bogged down in the administration's foreign policy debacle, but
the Democrats said they want
evidence that lessons have been
learned.

e
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Collins: won't be held hostage by Beshear's tactics

Elsewhere...
MANAMA,Bahrain — Mines appear to be turning up in clusters in
a four-mile area near a busy anchorage south of the Persian Gulf, increasing the risk to shipping and the U.S.-escorted convoys sailing
through the area, officials say.
LOS ANGELES — Federal officials issued an emergency order imposing new restrictions on the crowded skies above Los Angeles International Airport, prompting a private pilots association to protest
and issue a plan of their own.
NEW YORK — The loss of a gene that suppresses cell growth may
play a key role in up to 40 percent of cases of colon and rectum
cancer, the nation's second leading cancer, scientists reported today.
JOHANNESBURG,South Africa — In their harshest action since a
huge black mineworkers' strike began, police arrest 78 union
members and charge them with planning to kill strikebreakers. The
union says the government is trying to break the strike.
NEW YORK — The prediction that a "harmonic convergence" will
occur Sunday, cleansing the planet Earth and leading to eventual
contact with alien life forms, comes from a popular philosophy
grounded in Mayan lore, Buddhism and 1960s-style radicalism.
WASHINGTON — A federal judge has halted the purchase by
Texas Air of 1.6 million shares of eastern Airlines stock held in trust
for company employees until he determines whether the sale violates
collective bargaining and trust agreements.

35('ENTS

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Gov.
Martha Layne Collins. undaunted
by Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear's recent
hints that he may call a special
session of the Legislature in her
absence, says she will proceed
with the out-of-state trips scheduled for her remaining four months
in office.
But Collins said she will meet
soon with Beshear to hear his
views and learn more about his
veiled threat to become only the
third lieutenant governor since
1935 to call a special session while
the governor was out of state.
"I won't be held hostage by
anybody," Collins said Wednesday
in Washington, D.C. "I'm going to

continue to go out and do the
state's business."
She plans to leave Monday for
the Southern Legislative Conference in Arkansas and has planned a trip to Europe in September.
Collins said she has never
discussed workers' compensation
with Beshear. "So I really don't
know what his thought processes
are," she said. "Does he have a
plan? Does he have a way of solving the problem? ... If he has a
plan and he can get the support for
it, fine."
Beshear's office said he was out
of the state on a vacation Wednesday and could not be reached for
comment.

Beshear. Democratic gubernatorial nominee Wallace Wilkinson and the Kentucky Chamber of
urged ColCommerce have
lins to summon lawmakers to
Frankfort soon to deal with the
state's ailing workers compensation system.
The employer-funded system
makes payments to workers injured or disabled on the job. Of
particular concern is the Special
Fund, which pays benefits to coal
miners suffering from black-lung
disease and other workers whose
claims cannot be tied to just one
7
employer, and its estimated

(rf,
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Goveritor hints more plants may be on the way
WASHINGTON (API — Kentucky Gov. Martha Layne Collins, just
back from a trip to Korea and Japan. urged special tariff status for a
planned Toyota plant in her state and hinted that more plants could
be on the way.
"They're going to be good companies, like all the others I've
brought to Kentucky," she told reporters after testifying before a
Commerce Department board on Wednesday.
The governor said that if she had not made her trip to Asia,
know
of five companies that would go someplace else." But she declined to
give any of the specifics or say when they would be announced.
"I'm ready when they're ready." she said.

Kentucky joins
seven others in
network to track
skipped parents
rrom staff. AC reports

The governor was here to testify bet,
from Toyota for a so-called foreign trade ,ibzt ;:r
She said it would put Toyota on an even footing with 4e
plants in the United States, including those of the American
turers, which also import numerous parts from ,'verstas
Such a subzone would defer tariff payments on imported parts
assembly at the plant. Tariffs would be paid after assembiy
cars was complete.
Toyota estimates that failure to obtain subzon e ;•titr,;S
(Cont'd on page 9)
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Kentucky and seven other states
are forming a network to track
down parents who owe child support, the Cabinet for Human
Resources said Wednesday.

Forecast
Tonight: Muggy with a 20
percent chance of thundershowers. Low in the lower 70s.
Light south wind.
Friday: Continued hot and
humid with a 40 percent chance
of thundershowers.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Saturday through Monday calls
for hot and humid weather with
little or no rain.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
357.2
Barkley
'357.2

Bonita Hopkins. director of the
Murray organization Parents
Against Child Abandonment
PACA 1, has been trying to track
down such parents for some time.
Upon hearing about the network,
she said, "Anytime there is an interest...it's going to be beneficial.
Hopkins, who founded t-'ACA to
help families who have been
deserted by a parent, said that one
of the big problems in child support is crossing state lines
Hopkins' organization has helped
to find parents with posters and
research.
The state's Electronic Parent
Locator Network should make
(Cont'd on page ;)
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Ruth Ann Futrell (second from right). teacher consultant for Project 1i rite in the Calloway County schools.
discusses today's Project %rite workshop activities with presenters Dr. Bill tolicker (far left), English pro
fessor and director of freshman composition at Murray State I niversit) and Roy Helton. MSI. professor and
instructor of composition at Calloway County High School this fall. At right is workshop participant Brenda
Call, a mathematics and physics teacher at CCHS. State Department of Education language arts consultant
Ellen Lewis also spoke — representatives from CCHS and Callow 8 County Middle School in the areas of
social studies, art, special education, language arts, math. physics. remedial reading and journalism par
ticipated in the one-day workshop.
-.bat p..401-,. t,1 1.,'k
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Collins...
(Cooed from page I)
billion debt.
Beshear, who vowed in the past
not to use his constitutional
powers as acting governor to call
special sessions during Collins'
absences from the state, said last
week he may call one if she balks
on the workers' compensation
issue.
Beshear made his comments
after being summoned to Wilkinson's Canadian retreat.
Wilkinson earier had criticized
Collins because he thinks she is
resisting the idea of swift
legislative action on the workers'

THURSDAY, AUGUST 13, NV

compensation problem
But Collins said Wednesday she
is not ready to propose remedies
for the system or call a special
session
Speaking with reporters after
she testified in Washington on
behalf of lower duties for auto
parts to be imported by Toyota
Motor Co., Collins said it will take
more time to formulate a plan of
action and corral the necessary
legislative support.
Asked if she feels Wilkinson and
Beshear are collaborating to
usurp her role as governor, Collins
said, Well, you know, I wouldn't
say that. What I've tried to do is be
a leader. ... Workers' comp is a

very complex issue And what I
have said is that when I can get the
plan put together, I can get the
support, then we can address it."
Past efforts to put the system on
a stable financial footing have failed, she noted.
"This is something that has been
piece-mealed, Scotch -taped,
binder-twined for years," Collins
said. "I just don't see any need to
address this until we have a
soption."
The governor said that after she
returns to Frankfort today, she
will confer with state Finance
Secretary Gordon Duke, who is
heading a study of the workers'
compensation problem.

Collins said she has not had time
to study a bailout plan offered by
Wilkinson, who would pay for the
Special Fund's growing debt with
a combination of state funds and
new assessments on the coal industry and non-coal employers.
Asked if she is considering a different approach, such as issuing
state bonds to cover the Special
Fund's debts, Collins did not respond directly.
"I'm just looking for an
answer," she said. "My mind's
open."
Collins said she has asked her
staff to find "innovative, creative
solutions," and she said "we may

NikkitWidOr

have to look at" the possibility of a
bond issue

Reagan...

(Conrd from page II
Nevertheless, White House
Chief
of Staff Howard Baker said
But she added, "I'm just not
today he doubted that the presiright now going to say This is
dent's speech will put the Iranwhat I'm going to do."
Contra affair behind him and was
sure it would not be Reagan's last
The last time a lieutenant goverword on the subject.
nor called a special session was
"Did it put Iran-Contra behind
Nov. 17, 1978, when Thelma Stovall
him? I guess not," Baker said in
summoned lawmakers to
an interview on NBC-TV's "ToFrankfort to consider repeal of the
day" show.
sales tax on utilities and propertyReagan, who left the White
tax limitations. In 1935, then-Lt.
House with only a thumbs-up sign
Gov. A.B. "Happy" Chandler took
to waiting reporters. arranged for
advantage of Gov. Ruby Lafoon's
two quick appearances today in
absence to call a special session to
the nation's heartland — stopping
create a primary election system.
for speeches at North Platte, Neb.
— before starting a vacation on his
beloved ranch near Santa Barbara, Calif.
In the text of the first of two
speechs in Nebraska, the president made no direct reference to
the Iran-Contra affair and instead
concentrated to generating support for his nomination of Robert
H. Bork to succeed retired
Supreme Court Justice Lewis F.
Powell Jr.
"No other issue could be more
pressing," the president said.
"Although their work has increased to near the break-point, the
court is now operating shorthanded."
In the speech broadcast live to
the American people, Reagan
coupled a message of contrition on
Iran-Contra with a hopeful sounding enunciation of goals he
wants to pursue during his last 17
months in office. These include
nuclear arms reduction, budgetbalancing and winning Bork's
confirmation.
'"I'he fact of the matter is that
there's nothing I can say that will
make the situation right," he said
of the arms-to-Iran furor that has
bedeviled his presidency over the
last nine months. "I was stubborn
in my pursuit of a policy that went
astray."
Reagan repeated that he had
wanted to use whatever means
possible to win the freedom of
Americans held hostage by proIranian elements in Lebanon, but
confessed that "i let my preoccupation with the hostages intrude
into areas where it didn't belong."
The president went further than
ever before, in two previous nationwide addresses, in accepting
blame for the Iran -Contra
mistakes. But at the same time, he
broke very little new ground.
He did corroborate Poindexter's
congressional testimony that
Poindexter — not Reagan — made
the decision to use a portion of Iranian arms sales proceeds to
benefit the Nicaraguan rebels
known as Contras.
Reagan declined to say whether
he would have approved the diversion if given a say, but he
castigated Poindexter's behavior.
He said "the buck does not stop
with Admiral Poindexter, as he
stated in his testimony. It stops
with me." •
Reaction from Capitol Hill was
mixed.

This Week At The Fair!

MURRAY-CALLO WAY
COUNTY FAIR

Jaycee Fair Grounds Hwy. 121 N. Murray, Ky.

With Lots Of STATE FAIR RIDES
Try These Rides & More
•SKY WHEEL •GRAVITRON
•SEA DRAGON *RAIDERS
•SOOPER JET

•MINI ENTERPRISE 'HANG-TEN
•ZIPPER *ORBITER
0TIP-TOP

Fair Opens 6 P.M. Today!
Rides
Games
Good Food
Exhibits
Grandstand Entertainment
FREE Admission to the Fairgrounds

Open houses set
for two schools
The Calloway County School
System will be holding an Open
House at both the Calloway County
High School and Calloway County
Middle School on Sunday, Aug: 16
from 2-4 p.m. All parents, students
and interested citizens are invited
to the open house to view the new
additions.

(Small charge for grandstand shows, under age 6 FREE)

Parents...

Thursday Nig t
Family Night
Special Ride Prices
All Ages Ride All Rides
$7.00 Per Person

Friday Night
10 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Midnight Madness
Special Ride Prices

Saturday
outh Day
1 p.m.-6 p.m. Special Ride Prices
Rave'

"See You At
The Fair"

UNITED SHOWS, INC.
P 0 BOX 290669
Nashville, TN 37229
(815) 834-7771

Fair Closes
Midnight
Saturday

(Cont'd from page I)
PACA's job easier. Expected to be
in full operation in 60 days, the network will link the cabinet's DMsion of Child Support Enforcement
to similar agencies in seven other
southeastern states, a news
release said.
A delinquent parent's name,
social security number and date of
birth is fed into the network and all
available information from the
participating states is scanned by
the computer for a match, the
release said.
Kentucky. North Carolina and
South Carolina are already hooked
to the network. Alabama, Florida,
Georgia, Mississippi and Tennessee are expected to be on line
by Oct. 1, said Pam Mertens, Kentucky's director of child-support
enforcement.
Cases involving welfare benefits
are automatically referred to
Mertens' division for collection.
Other cases are acted upon following a request for collection
through a county attorney's office
or one of the state's 10 regional
child-support enforcement offices,
the release said.
Delinquent parents are found in
only half the cases in which
records must be checked manually, but in the two months Kentucky
has been part of the network, 65
percent of the parents in network
states have been located, Mertens
said

J
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PERSPECTIVE
Poem recalls the past

Murray Ledger & Times

Garrott's Galley

Editor's note: The following was written by George E. Harrell and
presented at the LBL Homecoming last weekend.

By M.C. Garrott

You never know what might turn up
in a washing machine tub these days

Dear Editor:
(This is about the big mud hole.
also called Fungo — there was a
lot of gold scattered around there,
that was the people that lived
there.)

board and build a nice 'two holer'.
Though warm and snug and with
cracks for the rug, slumber would
soon abide
You can find just about anything
Cause with love, dad would
from a nickel to a Nixon-Lodge
guard the stove when winter crept
presidential campaign button in a
inside.
washing machine these days, but
Do you remember away back
Remember the rocks in the wall,
Freda (Mrs. Ralph D. Lovett
there, at the good old times we
we had to haul on Grandpa' old
wasn't quite prepared for the
had?
ground slide
shock she received when she hapThere was gold in them there
and that long row, we had to hoe
pened to look over into hers some
hills, though we went hungry, with the sun a tannin' your hide?
time ago.
tired, but glad.
Oh, this and that and the little
A strange, dark mass was in the
We had hope, fun and good days; stone drat and the great big marbottom of the tub. At first, Freda
with the good days we had the bad. ble game,
Nowt all's been scattered by the
the shootin' tall, the old rag ball thought it was one of Ralph's belts.
tidal winds, it's what makes this and butter paddles for girls to "I thought," she laughed, "that a
pair of his jeans had been put in
poem so sad.
swing.
To help refine, 'til the end of
Remember the still behind the there with the belt still on them,
time, the humbliness in hearts of hills where there was always a and it had become separated from
the jeans in the wash."
men.
cooked up batch,
She was kind of busy, preparing
But, there's more golden fruit on
the spellin' bee and the model-T
for dinner guests that evening, but
the way, help me remember away and Luther's watermelon patch?
back then.
The fish fry down by the ferry she thought it sort of strange for a
Remember the spring and the road and the grasshoppers ‘gettin' belt to be in the washer.
Taking a closer look and wangrapevine swing on the hill behind
in the gravy,
grandpa's barn?
the big ole eel, we rolled in meal ting to be sure what it was before
And the truckwagon trail at Sun- and the catfish we caught were so reaching into the tub, she noticed
the mass moving. "It wasn't
ny Dale and long hours spent on
heavy?
the farm?
Remember back home when the Ralph's belt at all," she exclaimWhen you worked all day for cyclone hit the Turkey Creek ed. "It was a snake — all coiled up
in the bottom of the washer."
half-a-dollar of pay, hardly ever School?
Reaching for the telephone
got paid in bills.
Blew away the whelps and just
But, in feed or seed or egg left the steps and killed grand- nearby, she began calling for help
since husband Ralph was across
change money, yet! there was daddy's mule.
gold in them there hills.
They all sailed as though t'd fail- the street visiting with neighbors
in their East Y subdivision area.
Remember how jolly was our ed, but found all safely landed.
"I didn't want to get very far
aunt molly, ah yeh, bless her
Other things were found for
bones.
miles around, now that twister from that washer," she said,
"because I didn't want that thing
How she'd slip her flip with an
was a dandy.
aimikpm her hip and kill rabbits
Remember stumping your toe, to get out and get somewhere in
and squirrel's with stones.
when you'd go, down that rocky the house before someone &mild
help me. So, I stayed right there
The times for a dime we picked lane?
berries, picked more chiggers and
With a look from above, you'd and kept an eye on it."
Even so, the snake kept raising
briars than that.
get your love as mama soaked it in
itself
up above the rim of the
But, for fun in the sun, we picked
kerosene.
'em, naked arms, no shoes and no
The old shotgun and all that fun, washer tub "like one of those
cobras that raise up and spread
hat.
on 'possum huntin' nights.
their
head out," she said, but she
Remember how we sawed that
A sack on your back and a dog
T-model block and made an in- on the run and the lanterns lit for kept her wits about her long
enough to make a couple calls.
board motor?
the lights.
The first was to Ed Perry's
Put it in a boat, set it afloat, pullJust a wheelbarrow wheel for a
ed mussle boats through the
whippet, bare whit-leather feet home next door, but Mrs. Perry
said Ed wasn't home, but she said
water.
fgor the the brakes,
The mussle shells and ring of the
was a toy for a boy that I knew, she'd try to find hime once she
learned of Freda's problem.
bells when barges came in to the
in the Land Between the Lakes.
Then she called Ronnie Morris.
landing.
Now, Jim and Junior, my
The tip-o-the-hat of the old river
brothers, were older and bolder He was at home and came running. He had no sooner arrived
rat as the kids a runnin' for candy. that I,
Remember the trip in the clipHow they'd sail on the trail on before husband Ralph and Perry
per ship, nine naught brats in
the truckwagon, on greased drums
number?
of blackgum they'd fly.
And all that way to granny's to
Though we were like Moses in
play, in a wagon, feet a draggin', the wilderness, of the memories
Ten years ago
some a slumber.
I'm very fond,
The $375,000 addition of a library
Sunday's sweet corn, chicken
I'll shout out loud, I'm very proand cafeteria will be ready for ocand dumplin's, apple pie and good
ud, to a man from Golden Pond.
cupancy at the beginning of fall
buy and a tear wipe.
On the first of the week at semester at Calloway County High
When you crumbled up your
Turkey Creek, at the church house
School.
roll-your-owns or smoked 'em in a
made of logs.
Lois Sanderson Appreciation
corncob pipe.
We'd cross the branch and give
Day was held by Memorial Baptist
When Mrs. Becky Flynn called
our thanks, in our Sunday
Church. She was presented a plathe children in for a taffy-pullin' overalls.
Aue for her service as church
party.
The TVA took our land aways, secretary form 1966-77, a corsage
Though 'only and frail, she'd
for somewhat less than half, what and a love offering.
never fail to make us feel warm
we were offered for the year
and hardy.
Twenty years ago
before, though we weren't lookin'
Donald Nelson Blalock, son of
The old gate post where we
for the cash.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Blalock, has
found the most when we were
And for less that half, built that
enlisted in United States Navy in
always welcome in.
golden calf and moved all the good
120-day program with his reporTo share your heart, 'til you'd
gold away.
ting date in November.
part, then be welcomed back
Now, there on the shore, have
William A. Bryant and J. Frank
again.
closed the door, for the rich man's
Berry of Murray High School wil
Remember borrowin' a mule
kids to play.
and walkin to school with your
They've pulled down the vine of be delegates to first Kentucky
Youth Conference on Juvenile
lunch in a sorghum pail?
the muscadine, made ruts through
Delinquency at Eastern Kentucky
The trip to English's store and
the Indian Mounds.
the lonliness on the trail?
Now, the first of the week at University, Richmond. Sponsors
The singlings at the sorghum
Turkey Creek has vibrating are Murray Lions Club and
Jerry's Restaurant.
mill, the mule on the merry go
motorcycle sounds.
round.
Yeh, there on the vine was the
Thirty years ago
Strippers a stripping the
muscadine, the blackberry bloom
Murray has received a grant of
sorghum cane, the lonliness of
on the briar,
$32,700 from United States Public
Sank's old hound.
I can remember very well,
Health Service to help build a
The little old shack, we had out
almost as if I was there, by
secondary sedimentation tank
back, when it was hot or cold or
george.
here in Murray.
colder,
George E. Harrell,
Charles Tolley, Donna Tolley,
and some could afford an extra
Hazel, Ky
Mrs. Raymond Hamlin, Don
Maupin, Ada Beth McCuiston, Gus
WRITE.4 LETTER — Letters to interest.
Gamble, Bob Miller, Mildred
the editor are welcomed and enLetters must not be more than
Cody, Ronald W. Ray and Shirrel
couraged. All letters must be sign- 500 words. Longer letters cannot
Massey are winners of The Ledger
ed by the writer and the writer's be published.
& Times Fishing Contest.
address and phone number must
Editors reserve the right to con
be included for verification. The dense or reject any letter and limit
phone number will not be frequent writers.
published.
Address correspondence to:
Letters should be typewritten Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Mr\itught
nd Inu
and double-spaced if possible and Times. Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
should be on topics of general 42071.

also showed up. and the three of
them peered over into the washer
at the feared and unwanted
visitor, Mr. Snake.
Since he was the youngest and
most agile of the three, Ronnie
was given the privilege of getting
the snake out of the washer and
out of the house. After the reptile
hissed at him a couple of times,
though, he stepped back and
graciously offered to let one of the
other two men get it out.
• • •
Having watched Marlin
Perkins' Wild Kingdom on television and seeing how they captured
all kinds of snakes in the jungles,
Ralph Quickly fastened a piece of
wire to a stick and made a sliding
loop in it.
He slipped it over the snake's
head and pulled the loop tight. He
had him. Then, he gingerly lifted it
out of the washer and took it out into the yard for the traditional last
rites of such an intruder.
It turned out to be a chicken
snake and about six feet long.
"They measured it, and that's
what it measured," Freda said,
"but I didn't see it once they took
it out of the house."
How did the snake get into
Freda's washing machine? She
and RalpD really don't know exactly, but they have a prettxtgood
theory.
"Ralph had a good size garden
this particular year," she said,
"and he raised and dug a lot of
potatoes. He had some of these in
boxes in the garage, and we were
having some really hot weather, it
being about this time of the year.
"He asked if he might put a few
of the boxes in the utility room
where it was cooler," she went on,
"and I told him I guessed that
would be all right.
"So, we feel pretty sure that the

snake came into the house in one
of those boxes. We had noticed
earlier our little dog barking and
attacking one of the boxes when it
was in the garage. We didn't think
much about it, though. thinking
perhaps a field mouse was in
there.."
Just how it got into the washing
machine, they have no idea. other
than, perhaps, by coming up one of
the pipes in the back and slithering
over into the tub.
"I am glad. though. it chose that
washing machine to coil up in and
not somewhere in the house,"
Freda said.
Later on, their company showed
up, they cooked their fish, had dinner and a good visit with their
friends. "You just never know
what you'll find in a washing
machine," Freda laughed. "but.
believe me, I don't reach down in
there any more without first taking a good look inside."
• • •
ADD TO YOUR LIST OF LOOKA-LIKES: Dr. Joe Rexroat called
this to my attention, and after watching the final exciting holes of the
Danny Thomas Golf Tournament
at Memphis a couple of weeks ago,
I believe he's right.
The winner of the tournament,
with a dramatic six-foot putt on
the final hole, professional golfer
Curtis Strange, does look a lot like
Mark Bernsen, assistant basketball coach at Murray State.
• • •
Now that the National Scouting
Museum is well into its second
summer at Murray State, it
behooves us all to help promote it.
Its presence in Murray provides
an unprecedented tourist attraction for our town and this area.
They say it's within a day's
drive of one-third of our nation's
population — and that figures

roughly to something like 8.0
million people.
It's no big deal to tell others
about it. As we travel, we can talk
about it with whomever we happen
to strike up a conversation. We're
always asked where we're from.
We can tell them and swing right
into the museum pitch.
Darwin Kelsey and his museum
people have an attractive, fullcolor brochure promoting the
museum. Think of the people who
could learn about it if we'd just
stick one in the envelope
sometimes when we write family
or friends that are out-of-town or
out-of-state.
Local businesses could do the
same promotion with correspondence with out-of-state
customers or suppliers. The girls
at Parker-Ford-Lincoln-Mercury.
where I hang out some of the time
— Sue Thurmond. Linda Ford and
Jill Boggess — have the museum
logo on their stationery and
envelopes.
Every time a Parker FordLincoln-Mercury letter goes out,
somebody will notice that the National Scouting Museum is located
in Murray. Every business in town
could pick up on that, it they
wanted to. I'm surprised that the
Chamber of Commerce hasn't
urged it.
Darwin told the Murray Rotar,,,
Club recently that the museum's
most effective advertising is
•'word of mouth." Spreading these
brochures around could help
stimulate more of that.
It's no problem to get some of
the brochures. You need only to
stop by the museum, which is on
North 16th Street, or call 762-3383,
to get a handful. I believe Darwin
and his people will appreciate the
help you'd give them in spreading
the word.
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_MURRAY TODAY
seen his work
Another who has found her nitch
in life is Jane Sisk I Mrs. Morgan).
A science teacher at Calloway
County High School has this week
been given the state's special
award for biology teaching. The
national selection is in the future.
but whatever it's got to be fun."
I became acquainted with Jane
And that is just what he is doing as after she came to Murray to teach
a vocation We talked by phone in Calloway County High School.
this week about the stained glass She got my approval at our first
windows he has made and installmeeting. I can imagine her as a
ed in First Christian Church. The high school student somewhere,
last one, The Rose," circular, alert, compassionate, giving and a
stationed high on the outside east, leader.
was commissioned by Mr. and
• • •
Mrs. Elmer Collins in memory of
Being a retired teacher gives
her uncle, George S. Hart, and one a special privilege — watching
aunt, Celia Hart Crawford former students, mature, adjust in
Roberts. This window may be seen adulthood and continue to live
best at night. It is not shown on the
here. Being a retired teacher also
inside of the church.
has sorrows — saying good bye to
And having fun, he is. "How did some, as we did to Eli Alexander
you choose stained glass work?" I Sr. on Sunday.
asked. He took a woodworking
Writing about him today
class under Dr. Paul Lyons Jr. and
reminds me of one August when he
said he was told that he was the
brought his bride, Sally, to meet
worst woodworking student ever.
me. I was working in the library
He found a packet of stained glass
my two weeks before school openmaterial in Mrs. Betty Scott's art ed. "Has your wedding been in
class. "I found it to be inThe Ledger & Times?" When he
teresting." He's having fun, too. said it hadn't, I asked for the job.
His works are spread world wide. And today, Aug. 11, the anniverIn Paducah's Whitehaven glass sary of my husband George's
replacements, in local homes and
death, I'm writing my last for Eli,
the Christian church here, I have
my friend.

observations

Me
Just
for IN
at 7
Rests
Judy
p.m.

Mindy Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor

Couple will be married for 50 years

Nat
be opo

by lochie hart
Had I asked Ell Alexander and
Jack Wallis when I knew them in
Murray High School, "What do
you want to be when you are
grown?" They might have thought,
a bit and grinned. They always
had their smiles handy. Eli could
have said "I want to be a football
or basketball player." I detected
the qualities he possessed in
sports, but there were other showings of his future — an executive,
leadership for teenagers in addition to sportsmanship.
Jack might have answered my
question quickly: "I don't know.

STARTS TOMORROW

MONEY CAN BUY POPULARITY BUT IT...

CAN'T BUY
ME
vE

Your Individual
Horoscope

1:30, 3:25, 7:05, 9:00

Far
from
Callce.
matio

Mr and Mrs. Paul Redden of
2216 Edinborough, Murray, will
observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Aug. 19.
Mrs. Redden, the former LaRue
Nance, and Mr. Redden, both born
in Calloway County, were married
on Aug. 19, 1937, in Bowling Green,
Ohio.
Their attendants were the late
Quitman Herndon and Kathryn
Outland Southerland of Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Redden have one
daughter, Mrs. Tod (Paula)
Kilroy of Southfield, Mich. They
have four grandchildren and two
great-grandchildren.
A trip to Michigan is planned by
the Reddens. A dinner will be
given in their honor by their
daughter and son-in-law on Sunday, Aug. 30, in Michigan.
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Mr. and Mrs. Paul Redden

Holcomb and Crass attend meeting

Frances Drake

FOR FRIDAY, AUGUST 14, 1987
ARIES
Misti Holcomb. a junior at Mur- America's annual leadership
figures today. A career opportunity
"In addition to receiving leader(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
could drop into your lap. Your ray High School, was one of 2,500
meeting. July 20-24, in ship training. FHA members, like
Increased confidence attracts ben- intuition
gives you the proper timing teens selected from 315,000 home
Washington, D.C. Also attending Misti, learned to develop their
efits. Good concentration insures with close
ties.
economics students nationally to was Mrs. Sally Crass, Murray skills
progress with mental work. Career SAGITTA
as team prticipants, family
RIUS
attend Future Homemakers of High FHA Chapter advisor.
gains come now, but compromise (Nov.
members and community
22 to Dec.21)
with partners regarding money conleaders," Mrs. Crass said.
You'll receive an invitation to a
cerns.
The young-developed them,
grand affair. Concentration is best
TAURUS
"Leaders on the Move," describes
before noon, then intuition becomes
(Apr.20 to May 20)
the FHA membership, its spirt
your guide. Read between the lines
You may become involved in a
regarding a career matter.
and its drive to make a differenue
humanitarian project. Judgment is CAPRIC
ORN
in society.
good regarding domestic interests. (Dec.
48' v8e Wail CALA,. Company
C
22 to Jan. 19)
A number of these youth conListen
to
your ESP. Avoid p.m.
1:30, 3:20 ONLY
You'll be pleased with the results of
cerns
— teenage pregnancy and
confrontations with close ties.
your research regarding a financial
All Seats '2.50
parenthood, AIDs prevention,
GEMINI
matter. Though home base is lucky
drug abuse, fitness and nurition,
I BARGAIN MATINEES' (May 21 to June 20)
for you now, you'll also get the
teen suicide, child abuse, family,
Your feet are on the ground. A
chance to go out for the evening.
Cheri-Daily
relations, community service
partnership matter is resolved. You
AQUARIUS
feel
good
about
future
the
careers and the changing
social
invitation
s (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Cine-Sat. 8 Sun.
trOlk
that come now, but still may prefer a
roles of men and women in the
Visits with old friends are favored.
quiet evening tonight.
home and workplace — were
Good news comes by phone or letter.
CANCER
753-0881
.
among those examined at the conThere are some loose ends you'll
(,June.21 to July 22)
CENTRAL
ferences through issue- sessim.
want to clear up at home. Watch
It's a day of accomplishment on the
CENTER
hariTs-on workshops and panels.
temperament tonight.
job. Recognition comes from superPISCES
The keynote speaker was
,nas.
iors. Be alert for new opportunities.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Charlie Plumb, a former Navy
Social life is promising, but someone
Your work is thorough now. You
flight officer who was held captiv),
may be envious.
are the problem solver. Shopping is a
in a Communist Vietnamese
LBO
plus. A chance for extra income
prison camp for year six years.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
arises. You win by persuasion rather
Plumb also is one of the founders
Some bring a creative project to
than argument tonight.
completion. Intuition is certainly an
9:99
Misti Holcomb,left, junior at Murray High School, represented her FHA of the "TOP GUN" Flying
IF BORN TODAY you dislike
asset in career endeavors. Luck routine
Et
chapter, at a national FHA meeting in Washington, D.C. She was accom- Academy.
work, yet must cultivate
comes from afar, but home tension is
Greetings were brought from
self-discipline for success..You like
panied by Sally Crass, right, Murray High FHA Chapter advisor. Pic
possible tonight.
Mrs. George Bush, honorabl,
taking risks in business and are
tured
with
them
is Representative Carroll Hubbard in ' Washington
VIRGO
usually gifted at it. .
office.
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
(Cont'd on page 3)
Sit
753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT
For some an investment pays off.
You'll want time for a research
prbject today, but there will also be
•ENDS TON ITE•
time for glamorous entertainment
SUPERMAN IV,01
this evening.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
A benefit singing will be Friday, Aug. 14, at 7 p.m. in commons area of
SUMMER
Army National Guard 2nd Lt. Ronald Ball Jr., son of Ronald and Patty
1:90
Your words gain respect. Luck Graves County High School, Mayfield, for Johnny Delk who has cerebral
3:25
SCHOOL PGI31
Ball
of Rt. 1, Calvert City, has graduated from the officer rotary wing
comes through to you or to a partner. palsy. Singers will include Th Gages, The Liberty Boys, The
7:15
Neighbors
aviator course and received the silver wings of an Army aviator at the
FRI
I
4 Ii ONLY
A money matter won't be settled
9:15
and The Watchmen. Proceeds will be used to help purchase a van with a
United States Army Aviation School, Fort Rucker, Ala. He received intoday, but domestic interests should
chair lift for the child who is unable to get in and out of a car without
struction
in helicopter flying techniques, including tactical instrument
go
quite
smoothly.
assistance. Those unable to attend the singing but wishing to make a
•ENDS TODAY.
I :30
flying maintenance, navigation and radio procedures. He is a 1979
SCORPIO
SNOW WHITE
donation may send a check to Farmington Baptist Church, Box 111, Far415
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
graduate of Marshall County High School, Benton. His wife, Cindy. is the
and th• Seven Dwarfs ,0,1
ONLY
mington, Ky. 42040.
You have a good head for farts and
daughter of Dr. Gary Haws of Rt. 2, Murray.
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Benefit singing on Friday

Ronald Ball Jr. at Fort Rucker

GINE

MASTERS OF
THE UNIVERSE

Phone Center
of Murray

!"

NEW ARRIVALS
CROCODILE DUNDEE
GOLDEN CMILD•COLOR PURPLE
SLACK WIDOW • rvIspom
Me. Se

Hwy. 783 (Airport Rd.)
4th building on right

1164.8 10 pon. Sem I p.m 10 p.rn

OVAILIMTD 0F

Residential Phones
Including Design Lrnes'i

Chen Theatre Lobby

On Sale
Thurs. & Fri.
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Agfreift•-

ireirofr...«."or

Don't Miss Our
Friday & Saturday Night Specials

Program at University church

Gregory Scott Cook born

The New Generation will present a special program at 7 p.m. on Sunday, Aug. 16, at University Baptist Church, Dixieland Shopping Center.
Murray. The pastor. the Rev. Don Farmer, invites the public to attend
this program.

Lupus Chapter meeting tonight
West Kentucky Lupus Chapter will meet tonight Thursday.
in the
Garden Room of Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Patsy Wall, education
al
director of Louisville Lupus Chapter, will be the guest speaker.

Persons visit in Memphis
Ola Mae James and Roxie Burkeen of Nashville, Tenn., along with
Mary F. Outland. Euple Lee and Jo Burkeen of Murray, spent three
days in Memphis, Tenn., Aug. 7-9. Of special interest was the Ramesses
Exhibit; special Egyptian exhibits and "Legacy in Lights for Elvis
Presley" at Pink Palace Museum; touring Graceland, home of Presley;
and seeing the panda, XiuHua, on loan from Chapultpec Park Zoo of
Mexico City to the Memphis Zoo.

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Now Featuring

t 71"7.
rim..

SATURDAY NIGHT
Buy One Prime Rib Get 2nd At 1/2 Price

0

Only

$1095

with Salad Bar

The Dakota
1510 Chestnut

.
Voy

759-9755

fo.
409000,
#4011,04,
4 402.9402wawagasor,
*

Melody June Roach born
Mr. and Mrs. DeWayne Roach of Rt. 6, Box 257D.
Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Melody June, weighing seven
pounds 15 ounces,
measuring 20 inches, born on Monday, Aug. 3, at 12:27
p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the former
Barbara Baker
Their other children are Heather Dawn, 9, and Kenneth
Paul, 6. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth W. Roach of Rt. 6.
Murray,
and Mr.
and Mrs. George Baker of Louisville.

Raschel Dec Culp born
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dale Culp of Rt. 9, Box 323, Benton, are the
parents of a daughter, Raschel Dee, weighing seven pounds seven
ounces. measuring 20a4 inches. born on Tuesday. July 7, at 4:39 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Wanda
Davis. Grandparents are Jake and Lois Davis and Harvey and Nancy
Culp, all of Rt. 7, Benton.

FRIDAY NIGHT SEAFOOD BUFFET

Prime Rib only $1295

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Cook of Rt. 5, Box 1002, Murray,
are the parents of a
son, Gregory Scott, weighing eight pounds eight ounces,
measuring 191.2
inches, born on Thursday. July 30. at 4:07 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother is the former Tammy
Norsworthy. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Larry Norsworthy and Mr.
and Mrs. O.B.
Cook. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Reldon
Norsworthy and
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Carraway. Great-great-grandpare
nts are Luther
Jones and Mrs. Pauline Norsworthy.
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Make "your own" crafts from our
large selection of supplies

•Yarn
..Wooden Cut-Outs
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•Tole Paints
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Coming community events announced—
Thursday, Aug. 13
Meeting to start organizing a
Just Say No Advisory Committee
for parents and educators will be
at 7 p.m. at Golden Corral
Restaurant. For information call
Judy Ingersoll, 753-9631, after 5
p.m
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
————
Family Night Swimming will be
from 8 to 10 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Park. For information call 753-7640.
————
Epi-Care, support group for
epileptics and families, will meet
at 6:30 p.m. in Lowry Annex,
Pogue Library, Murray State
University. For information call
436-5337 or 753-5575.
————
"Sidestepping Foot Problems"
will be discussed at a meeting of
Diabetics Taking Control at 5 p.m.
in third floor education unit of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Prepared Childbirth Class will
be at 7 p.m. in third floor education unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in Education
Building, First United Methodist
Church. For infromation call
Brenda at 753-2513 or Glen at
435-4143.
————
Scouts on Tour will present a
preview at 6 p.m. at Hillman
Ferry Campground in Land Between the Lakes and a full performance at 8 p.m. at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park.
————
Revelation Seminar will be at 7
p.m. at Holiday Inn. Flit informa753-0835.
tion call 753————
Esther sunday School Class of
First Baptist Church will meet at
6:30 p.m. in Fellowship Hall of
church.
Mission Board meeting will he
at 6:30 p.m. at Oak Grove Baptist
Church.
————
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-766'2.
— — — -Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Masonic
Temple.

Holcomb...
(Cont'd from page 4)
chairman of the National FHA
Board of Trustees for 1986-87.
--/Altogether, students at this
year's FHA annual national
meeting chose from nearly 100
hours of workshops and events.
These activities were geared
toward helping them strengthen
and expand their abilities as
public speakers, project planners,
chapter organizers and responsible citizens.
"I participated in 10 or more
hours of Leadership Track sessions that trained me as a regional
and chapter leader. The
Legislative Workshop showed me
the importance of speaking out on
political issues, and taught me
how to do so," Holcomb said.
Holcomb also participated in a
number of other leadership activities including the election of
new national officers as a voting
delegate. A panel discussion on
AIDS prevention, and the prevention of Drunk Driving; a meeting
was attended by Holcomb with
Senators Mitch McConnell and
Wendell Ford, Rep. Carroll Hubbard and William Natcher on
Capitol Hill.
The Murray City School Board
paid for the transportation of Miss
Holcomb to represent Kentujcky
as a voting delegate.
A member of Murray High FHA
Chapter for three years, Holcomb
is the daughter of Tom and Carole
Holcomb of 1716 Holiday Dr.,
Murray.
The FHA is a national vocational students' organization of
315,000 home economics students
through Grade 12. It is the only inschool student organization with
the family as its central focus.
Progra emphasis prepares youth
to assume their adult roles in a
complex society.
"Is is unique among youth
organizations because projects
and events — such as the national
meeting — which is planned and
run by its student members. This
prime focus of FHA, youthcentered leadership, helps
members develop those "skills for
life" — planning, goal setting, problem solving, decision making and
Interpersonal communication —
necessary in the work place and in
the home," Crass said

Thursday., Aug. 13
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp
No. 1460 Sons of Confederate
Veterans will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
court room of Graves County
Courthouse, Mayfield.
————
CHAMP and Murray Cablevision will video tape and finger
print children from 5 to 7 p.m. in
main pavilion of Murray-Calloway
Jaycee Fair.
————
Friday, Aug. 14
Events at Murray-Calloway
Jaycee Fair will include Horse
Show at 7:30 p.m. and Midnight
Madness with rides at $7 for all
you wat to ride from 10 p.m. to 1
a.m.
————
The Schweitzer Puppeteers of
Springfield, Mo., will present a
program, "Happiness is..." at 7:30
p.m. at First United Methodist
Church.

Friday, Aug. 14
Lakeside Singers will perform
at 8 p.m. at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; LBL Wildlife at 2
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center;
Skywalk at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m..
Magic of the Night at 12 noon and 4
p.m. and Star Gazing at 9 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor Center.
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
————
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is
Benefit gospel singing for
for members only.
Johnny Delk who has cerebral
————
palsy will be at 7 p.m. at Graves
Twilight golf with Rick and
County High School, Mayfield.
Vicki Jones as hosts is scheduled
————
at 5:30 p.m. at Murray Country
Greater Paducah Area Chapter
Club.
147 of Parents without Partners
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in Misty
No twilight golf will be at Oaks
Lounge, Quality Inn, 1380 Irvin
Country Club.
Cobb Dr., Paducah. For informa————
tion call 1-442-6281.
Jeanne Falwell-Leukemia
————
Society Golf Tournament, sponSaturday, Aug. 15
sored by Murray Associaton of
Events at Murray-Calloway
Life Underwriters, will start with
Jaycee Fair will be Kiddies Day
registration at 11 a.m. at Oaks
(21 and under ) one price of $6 all
Country Club. For information
you ride, from 1 to 6 p.m.; Demo
call 753-6454.
Dey at 7:30 p.m.; discount rides
————
for all ages.
At Murray State University,
————
Waterfield Library will be open
Dance with music by Jukebox
from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.;
will be from 8 p.m. to midnight at
Pogue/Special Collections and
Murray Moose Lodge. This is for
Legal Wsources from 7:30 a.m. to
members only.
4 p.m.
————
Couples Bridge with Bill and
National Boy Scout Museum will
Ada Roberts as hosts is scheduled
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
at 7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
— — —.—
————
CHAMP and Murray CableviAll libraries at Murray "State
sion will video tape and finger
University will be closed today.
print children from 5 to 7 p.m. in
————
main pavilion of Murray-Calloway
National Boy Scout Museum will
Jaycee Fair.
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
————
————
Registration for freshmen will
Summer Practice Scholastic
be from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Chess Tournament for students in
Calloway County High School.
Grade 12 and below will start at 9
————
a.m. on third floor of Curris
Laryngectomy Support Group
Center, Murray State University.
will meet at 4 p.m. in board room
For information call 1-247-7698.
of Murray-Calloway County
————
Hospital.
Seventh aruival Swine Health
Day will begin at 9 a.m. at Murray
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
State University Breathitt
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30 Veterinary Center ( BVD I in
p.m. at lodge hall.
Hopkinsvlle. For information call
————
1-886-3959.
Scouts on Tour will give a
————
preview at 6 p.m. at Piney CamRevelation Seminar will be at 7
pground in Land Between the
p.m. at Holiday Inn. For informaLakes and a full performance at
(('ont'd on page 6)
p.m. at Paris Landing State Park.
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The Murray Civic Music
Association is making plans tor a
special performance for Murray
and Calloway County elementary
children on the same day. Sept. 1:4
A fine season is being p1atin+41also including a blockbuster Ail "
musical stage hit, "The King „nil
I," to be performed Tlm ;,..
May 5
• • •
Put your "thinking cap
solve this.
Margaret entertained ter: .
relatives at a Labor Day F.).,
Present were one gf
grandmother, two graniit!,
one great-aunt, four
three aunts, three first
four sisters, six daughte..nieces, four granddaught,q
grand-niece, two first cra.
removed, and one
granddaughter. Good
many folks were there
Six: Margaret; her &Ilk
let's call them Patricia
Marilyn I: Patricia's dat4
Tracy ) Marilyn's daug'
(Megan and Kimberlyi; Me
daughter I Rachel 1. To prove
answer, make a genealor.
chart showing all six F !
Modern Maturity, August

Rainey S

Day
ersonConcert goers are being invited
to a royal — cultural 1987-88
season with the Murray Civic
Music Association. The opening
concert, Thursday, Sept. 24, at 8
p.m. will be a dance program by
the Oberlin Dance Company of
San Francisco, and it will be their
acclaimed work "The Velveteen
Rabbit," taken from Margery
Williams' book.
This family-oriented ballet is an
adaptation of the classic
children's book and is perfect for
children and intriguing for adults.
"The Velveteen Rabbit" is an
adorable dance piece about a
sawdust filled toy rabbit capturing
the imagination and touching the
heart.

The dance focuses on the
moments of joy and sorrov., that
were so pertinent in the original
1922 book. From the toy rabbit's
first Christmas. as a present and
companion to a young boy.
through his transition to a "real"
bunny, the audience is taken on a
delightful journey.
Costumed in a soft gray and pink
velvet jumpsuit, the man playing
the rabbit admirably flops and
bops around the floor of the
theater.
The set design for "The Velveteen Rabbit" is a large white bookshape structure with huge pages
which is used as a backdrop. Each
page, when turned, represents
another page of the book or scene
in the ballet.

Mom Suspects
Daughter's Pal Is
Writing From the Pen
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My daughter, age
DEAR ABBY: Regarding surprise
16, is corresponding with a "pen visits by pastors and other people:
pal" who, I believe, is writing from I resent such visits.
the state prison near here.
One time, my gums were killing
What are the dangers from this. me and 1 had my dentures out. 1
and how can I find ont if this persor1"4gOoked horrible. Antther time, I had
is at the prison and what the nature a migraine headache and was still
of his crime might be? Please do not in my nightgown at 10:30 a.m. My
use my name or city.
hair had hot even been combed
Sign me,
when my pastor made a social call.
CONeERN ED PARENT . On another occasion it didn't
bother this same pastor that he
DEAR CONCERNED: Your interrupted my three-table bridge
daughter is a minor, so I think club. He came in, sat down and
it is entirely appropriate for you made himself right at home.
to look into this matter. Ask her
Some visits are an invasion of
directly if she is corresponding privacy. Thanks, Abby, for letting
with a man who is in prison. me blow off steam.
Also, ask her if she knows why LITTLE G IN GARLAND, TEXAS
he is there and for how long.
If you can't get this informaDEAR LITTLE G: The meek
tion from your daughter, you shall inherit a lot of drop-in
are within your parental rights company. It isn't wrong, nor is
to write to the warden, explain- it rude, to politely tell an unexing your interest in this inmate,
and asking for information pected visitor that you're unable to invite him or her in
about him.
because you're not feeling well.

I/EAR ABBY: As you no li
are aware, few men will ad in, t
they ever read "Dear Abby
The day your story about the w
of 40 years who had found $1,0;,"
and three ears of corn locked in t
trunk of her husband's car apptar,_
in the San Francisco Citionick
had lunch, as usual, at a I;
seafood Testaurant patronizt I •
most exclusively by men
This day I started to tell y
story about the "ears of corn" f
the bartender interrupted. s:ly •
"Yes, I read that in 'Dear A hb, •
morning," adding quickly. "I n,
read 'Dear Abby,' but the r
came early this morning.
'
more time than usual."
- Then the customer ti my rii
young fellow about my age
he seldom reads "Dear,.Abby,- •
he had also read it that morning
The gentleman to my left, a nil
younger man,then volunteerei t!
he had already repeated that "t•
twice that morning!
MAt:"-NU(:1.:4)...

to
10
Homeplace

Family Restaurant
COUNTRY HAM BREAKFAST
*Every Sat. and Sun. til Noon*

/
1
2 order Country Ham, 2 Eggs,
Home Fries, Toast or Biscuits
and Gravy!
Only
alfl

1906 Coldwater Rd.

65

eRlqIITS

759-1864

et.E.ILE

ABSOLUTE FINAL
SUMMER CLEARANCE

Reg‘ster Now\
for

EAST WOOD
CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
1987-88

Grades K-12

OFFICE HOURS MONDAY & FRIDAY
9 a.m. till 3 p.m.
Phone 753-1834

)
IICI

\Until\

I

r-1

Opell

Let our Kelvinator's
Room Air Conditioner
bring welcome relief
from the heat
We will help you
calculate the best
type capacity air
conditioner for your
particular air cooling
needs

Final Clearance Savings

On All Summer Fashions %
— Shoes

Sportswear
Accessories % i• or,
Loungewear
% .0-

SwhewearYi,.%
Bras
Y2,. Vs foN

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN
103 S. 3rd St.

753-5341

r- Nix

•••'•
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Sunday
School Lesson
By B.C. Chiles
Romans 12 presents a challenge
which Christians cannot ignore,
namely, that the righteousness
which they have received by faith
is to be demonstrated in daily
livmg
Romans 12:1-5
Paul made a very strong and
urgent appeal to the Christians in
Rome to "present their bodies a living sacrifice, holy. acceptable unto God," which, he added, was a
reasonable service. This kind of
dedication is reasonable in view of
what Christ has done for us, and
what He wants to do in and through
us. God wants His children
separated from the world because
the character of this age is evil, the
conduct of those in this age is
foolish, the spirit of this age is
selfish, and the end of this age is
destruction The divine call, then,
is for nonconformity to the world
and for surrender to the transforming grace of God. Nothing else is
as good for us as compliance with
God's will.
God has distributed gifts and

graces to different individuals in
different measure. Therefore, it is
a mark of humility §,nd wisdom to
evaluate ourselves correctly. In the
galaxy of undeserved mercies
which God has provided for us are
pardon, peace, protection and
power. Whatever our gifts may be,
they are to be used for the glory of
God and for the benefit of others.
There is no limit to what God is able
to do with and through those whom
He has saved, and who are completely dedicated to Him. The most
joyous, successful, useful and exemplary Christians are those who
live nearest the center of God's will
and prove their love for Him and
for others by what they do for them.
God's will for us is always best.
Romans 12:9-21
In their relationships with others,
Christians should be characterized
by unfeigned and fervent love.
Anything that savors of insincerity or hypocrisy is despicable in
God's sight and should be abhorrent to us. "Abhor that which is
evil" is an appeal for a conscience

on the subject of sin It means to
dread, to despise and to abstain
from it Also, we must cling
tenaciously to that which is good
and right Let us prove our opposition to the wrong by our devotion to
the right.
A true Christian will manifest a
number of exemplary virtues, such
as: humility, faithfulness,
earnestness, diligence, joyfulness,
devotion and thoughtfulness. We
must have a real interest in and
love for our fellow -Christians. It is
just as natural for the children of
God to love one another as it is for
those who are related by ties of
blood to love one another.
In this life Christians meet
rebuffs, unpleasant circumstances
and unkind criticism. The natural
tendency is to meet blow with blow,
but Christ's way, which is both
right and best, is to meet blow with
forgiveness and kindness. If we are
going to follow Christ, we must
learn to forgive and to love those
who injure us and to seek ways of
doing good to those who have done
us wrong. This procedure may be
very displeasing to you, but it is
right. To yield to the temptation to
get even with another person is to
lower self to the level of the one who
has committed the injury. That
method is the very opposite of the
one which Christ exemplified and
taught. God's way of righting
wrongs will prove to be the best in
every case.

Community...

All

Lcsdies Shoes
$10 & Under
Summer Merchandise,
the
Up To 75% Off
family
tree New Fall Merchanidse
ARRIVING DAILY
Olympic Plaza
(502) 753-9228

SPiCIAarlir
PRICED!
GE 17.4 cu. ft. Refrigerator
with deluxe glass shelves
and Energy-Saver System!

Gene loss may play role in cancer cases
NEW YORK (AP) — The loss of
a gene that suppresses cell growth
may play a key role in up to 40 percent of cases of colon and rectum
cancer, the nation's second
leading malignant disease, scientists reported today
Once the gene is isolated and
analyzed, scientists may be able to
develop better treatments for the
cancer and an inherited
predisposition toward it, one of the
researchers said.

Newborn admissions, dismissals
announced for Tuesday at MCCH
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday, Aug.
11, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Anderson baby girl, parents.
Sandra and Larry, Rt. 1, Box 646,
Dexter;
Jones baby girl, parents, Leanna and Shawn, Rt. 2, Box 60A,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Hope Thorn, Rt. 5, Box 381,
Murray; Miss Jackie Lansford
and baby girl, Box 30, Dexter;
Mrs. Janice Smith, Rt. 1,
Wingo; Mrs. Elaine Etherton, Box
871, Murray;
Mrs. Patricia Copeland. Rt. 1,

Box 145, Almo; Mrs. Patricia
Cheatham, Box 103, Lynnville;
Mrs. Robbie Paschall, 1806
North Fourth St., Murray;
William Spears, Rt. 2, Box 105,
Kirksey;
Mrs. Margaret Yuill, Rt. 1, Box
135, Kirksey; Mrs. Vernell Cain,
818 Sha-Wa Circle, Murray;
Terry Beecham, Rt. 6, Box 28,
Murray; Roland Byrne, HC Box
202, New Concord;
Mrs. Vida Garrett, 1516 Glendale, Murray; Mrs. Mildred
Russell, 321 North Seventh St.,
Murray;
Mrs. Pat Paschall (expired) 721
Poplar St., Murray.
Sunday, Aug. 16
The New Generation will present a program at 7 p.m. at
University Baptist Church, Dixieland Shopping Center.

(Cont'd from page 5)

Saturday, Aug. 15
tion call 753-3589 or 753.0835.
—
Lakeside Singers will perform
at 8 p.m. at Lake Barkley Lodge.
————
Scouts on Tour will give a
preview at Camp Energy at 6 p.m.
and a full performance at Lake
Barkley State Park at 8 p.m.
————
AA and Al-Anoti will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes wll include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and Puttin' up Food at 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; LBL Wildlife at 2
p.m. Stream Stroll at 10 a.m. and
On Silent Wings at 8:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center;
Skywalk at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.,
Magic of the Night at 4 p.m., and

Colorectal cancer is the nation's
second-most common serious
cancer, with an estimated 145,000
cases and 60,000 deaths this year
The research found evidence for
loss of the gene in about a quarter
of colorectal tumors examined.
But for technical reasons, the true
figure may be 40 percent, said
Walter Bodmer, director of
research at the Imperial Cancer
Research Fund in London.
Bodmer co-wrote two papers on

Saturday, Aug. 15
Our Daystar at 12 noon at Golden
Pond Visitor Center.
————
Sunday, Aug. 16
AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. For information call
753-0061, 762-3399 or 753-7764.
————
Open house will be from 2 to 4
p.m. at Calloway County Middle
School. The entire school will be
open for visitation.
————
All libraries at Murray State
University will be closed today.
————
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
————
Homecoming will be at Oak
Grove Baptist Church. The
Shelton Singers will sng at 1:30
p.m.

Potscrubber k
Dishwasher
with Temperature
Sensor System

Couples Tennis is scheduled at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Country Club.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at

Sunday, Aug. 16
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; LBL Wildlife at 2
p.m. and Prey Animals at 1 p.m.
at Woodlands Nature Center,
Broom Making from 1:30 to 4:30
p.m. at Empire Farm; Skywalk at
10 a.m. and 2 p.m. and Magic of
the Night at 4 p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center.
————

THE ACES ON BRIDGE"

BOBBY WOLFF

"The world has narrowed to a that transcends the barriers of time
neighborhood before it has broad- zones and national borders.
ened to brotherhood."
— Lyndon B. Johnson.
NORTH
8 13 A
•J 97
•A K Q 8 4 2
•Q 6 3
A long step for brotherhood was
+8
taken in May when the annual Epson Worldwide Bridge Contest at- WEST
EAST
tracted more than 70,000 players •10 5 2
•- competing in 80 countries, all start- •75
J 63
•K 9 7 5 2
ing at exactly 6 p.m. GMT,the over- • A 10 8
4 Q J 1097
all winners known within 24 hours. +65432
By using hands from the past, the
SOUTH
organizers provided an "instant
4A K Q 86 4 3
•10 9
scoring" format for each deal. Pairs
•J 4
could read their matchpoint scores
4A K
immediately after play of each
hand, allowing the players to com- Vulnerable: North-South
pute their total scores right after Dealer: North
the session Official top scores in The bidding:
each country were quickly teleNorth East
South
West
phoned to Paris and top finishers 1,
2 NT
3*
5+
were announced within 24 hours. Pass
Pass
6*
All pass
This year's winners, with a score of
79.5 percent, were Peter Thompson
Opening lead Diamond ace
and Robin Stretch from England.
Here is a deal from the event.
BID WITH THE ACES
The popular contract was a ma8-13-B
jor-suit game. Making 13 tricks South holds
earned North-South 71 points of a
•10 5 2
possible 100; 12 tricks earned 59
•75
points, and 11 tricks only 49 points.
•A 108
(East-West pairs got the balance of
+65432
the 100 points.)
Some Easts made a frisky overcall for minors, and West's pre- North South
empt gave South a problem. Some 1+
Souths gambled on not losing two diANSWER: Two clubs. Not much in
amonds, but it didn't pay off. Forehigh cards, but five-card trump supwarned that South was ready for a
port is worth a raise even if North
club lead, today's West led the diahas only three clubs.
mond ace and continued, the set being worth 80 matchpoints for East- Send bridge questions to The Aces, P0 Box
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed.
West.
stamped envelope for reply
The worldwide contest has provCopyright, 1987, United Feature Syndicate
en to be a most popular event, one

SOFT FOOD
DISPOSER

PRICED
,4T14 LOW

the gene with colleagues in
England and Israel in today's
issue of the British journal Nature.
Bert Vogelstein, associate oncology professor at the Johns
Hopkins University School of
Medicine, called the work
important.
"Genes that suppress
tumorigenesis (tumor development) and are lost during the
development of cancer are probably important in a wide variety
of human cancers," said Vogelstein. "This is a first step in identification of a gene which may be
important in colon cancer."
Evidence of similar genes has
been found in a form of lung
cancer, the nation's most common
serious cancer, and in several rare
cancers, said Robert Weinberg of
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
Genes lie along threadlike
molecules called chromosomes.
Chromosomes come in pairs, one
inherited from each parent, so
each person generally gets two
copies of each gene.
The research says copies of the
gene linked to colorectal cancer
are on the pair of chromosomes
designated number 5. It also suggests that colorectal cancer may
arise after both gene copies are
lost or damaged.

Come To The

10-YEAR

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

FULL
WARRANTY

ON
PfRMATUF •
TUN AND DOOR
LINER
laSX F011 INTANSI

Model GSD600G

FREE DELIVERY!
Large 5 01 cu ft freezer Refrigerator with Food Saver System
helps keep food fresher longer with advanced sealed high.
humidity pan Sealed snack pack High- efficiency component..
save energy' Equipped for optional icemaker
"510-Day PieLind Eircmange Option dorect from GE
Call The GE Answrir Center service for details 1-800 626.204,

GE. We bring good things to life.

• Temperature Sensor System automatically heats the water,
if needed during the main wash cycle to gal your
sparkling clean using inlet water temperatures as dishes
low as
120°F
• 7-cycle selections including POTSCRUBBER cycle
• No-heat energy saver drying option.
low energy convection drying
WAS 5399 95
• 2-level washing action
NOW
• Reversible color panels
• Sound insulated
'90-DAY REFUND OR EXCHANGE
OPTION DIRECT FROM GE

Out Of
Carton

••••••••••••••••

Weekend Special

Rent 3 Movies
Get 1 FREE
Members Get 2 FREE

SAVE '101.95

Pickup Friday Bring Back Monday

EASY TERMS - FINANCING AVAILABLE
Low Interest Rates!
Fast, Efficient Service!

Home Owned!
Free Warranty!

Long Monthly Payments
Large Inventory

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
212 East Main Strcet
753-1586
Howard Coy 8. John Simmons avvritsrs

4°,1ti-111
218

Your Movie Professionals have
over 2450 movie titles with all
the latest hits Like Crocodile
Dundee, Critical Condition and
the Bedroom Window
Open til 8 Fri. and 6 Sat.

•

Rent a VCR for the
weekend and get a
FREE movie for only

$8.95
RENTAL SALES

CENTER

fu
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re!
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Kentucky News In Brief
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP — Democratic gubernatorial
nominee
Wallace Wilkinson has proposed two debates with his Republican
challenger, John Harper
Wilkinson's offer was contained in a letter sent Wednesday by
Democratic Party Chairman Danny Briscoe to his GOP counterpart,
Robert Gable
Briscoe proposed the parties co-sponsor the debates in different sites
in eastern and western Kentucky.
A GOP official said Gable is on vacation.
————
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( API — State government and other universities
will have access to the University of Kentucky's new "super computer,"
which should be operational by late January 1988, officials said.
UK President David Roselle said the school will be the 17th in the nation to provide such a system. The 1986 General Assembly provided
$5
million of the cost of the $5.6 million IBM system, and the school plans to
fund the rest of the cost and related operating expenses through private
donations, grants and other methods.
Officials also used a news conference Wednesday to introduce John
Connolly, who will head the school's computational sciences program if
the board of trustees approves the hiring Tuesday.
Connolly, who has set up five super-computer centers across the nation, now leads the National Science Foundation's advanced computing
operation.
. Wimberly Royster, vice chancellor for research, said the system
should help the university recruit faculty members.
"There are people who will come to the University of Kentucky
because of the fact that we have a super computer," Royster said.
"Within the next 10 years, computing will be the prime tool in
research."
————
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — One state political party chairman's

response to comments by another party chairman has elicited criticism
from spokesmen for the Manic Depressive and Depressive Association
of Louisville.
Democratic Chairman Danny Briscoe issued a statement July 30 asking if Robert Gable would "submit himself to electro-shock treatment
for what is obviously an advanced and deteriorating mental condition."
He was responding to allegations the Republican Party chairman
raised about Jerome Jernigan's alleged abduction in 1984 of Wallace
Wilkinson and about Jernigan's death before he could stand trial.
Briscoe is manager of Wilkinson's campaign for governor.
The manic depressive association's board asked its medical adviser,
Dr. Harvey St. Clair, to respond to Briscoe's comment about electroshock treatments. "The remark was the kind of slur which reveals an ignorance of psychiatric problems," St. Clair said
Frank Marx, president and executive director of the association, said
he did not want to create a political commotion. "But I feel I must state
for the record that we found the remark offensive because one of
the
purposes of our group is to eradicate the stigma many people have —
that anyone who has undergone this4etreatment is somehow unable
to
function in society," he said.

raising the ceiling of the Terminal
Control Area over the airport from
7,000 to 12,500 feet followed the
near collision of a Boeing 737 and a
small plane flying under visual
flight rules (VFR ).
The FAA originally announced
the restrictions on Tuesday, hours
before the small plane passed
within 100 feet of the jetliner.

1407 Main St
753-4682
STORE HOURS
8-7 Mon-Thurs: 8-8 Fri & Sat

CrIEV"3101'W

We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve the Right
To Limit Quantities

Ircococii.

spk cememor•

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP — Kentucky Kingdom is late in paying the
state its August rent and has been sued for the second time in two weeks,
this time by a T-shirt supplier.
G. Jill Wilkins, owner of Designs! Designs!. claimed in her Jefferson
Circuit Court suit that she is owed $9,302.
The Louisville theme park owes other suppliers and also owes contractors more than $869,000 Its $25,000 July rent was due July 1 but
wasn't paid until last week
General Manager Doran Carrell said the August rent is past due but
will be paid next week. Carrell said park owners are near to attracting
another investor, who would provide money with which to pay Kentucky
Kingdom's debts.
By the end of August, they should have all of their bills paid.- said
Jeff Blosser. executive vice president of the State Fair Board. The park
opened Memorial Day weekend. and Blosser said attendance ha.., increased three-fold since June 1.

oa`64 PizzalltlIG

Federal officials impose new rules for flying
LOS ANGELES(API — Federal
officials issued an emergency
order imposing new rules for flying the crowded skies above Los
Angeles International Airport,
prompting a private pilots'
association to protest and issue a
plan of its own.
The Federal Aviation Administration's order Wednesday

Briscoe declined comment on the remarks by Marx and St Clair

_WON BUFFET
Mon. - Friday
1/
- 2 p.m.
.411 lau
$349
Care To Eat

.5:0t) p.m. - 7:30 p
.411 l'ou
Care To Eat

Table Service
iii pie

%.r.nn.

$349

753-0900

Plaza.
r

Buffet

MON.-TUES. NIGHT
BUFFET

64 I North

111..4.1 .

id

Chase & Sanborn Instant

$329

COFFEE

9 oz

Prices Good
thru August 19th

— FROM GOOD F LKS

1 FLOUR
ORANGE JUICE
99
OTATO CHIPS 7 oz.89" MILK
$ 169 OLEO
3
0
2% MILK
., 9 MUFFIN MIX
COFFEE
$2
39
GREEN BEANS...16 oz. 31$1 LARGE EGGS
49 GRAPE JUICE
CAKE MIX 7B,„ 89' MUFFIN MIX B. oz 4 $1 BISCUIT MIX
41
$
$ 109
PEPSI & PEPSI PRODUCTS $ 67

Pillsbury Plain or Self-Rising

Florida Gold Frozen

plus deoosit and $5.00 purchase

Lay All Flavors

Sib.79

Flav-O-Rich Lowfat

12 oz

Blue Bonnet

$ 100

gal

Prairie Farm

31b.

Jiffy Apple, Bran, Blueberry

gal

Maxwell House

.

Libby Blue Lake Cut

1 lb bag $
2
29

Hyde Park Grade A

Welc s

. doz.

Duncan Hines

•y

64 oz

orn

box

.8 oz

Florida Gold Pure

12 pk cans

ORANGE JUICE

Kingsford

PEPSI & PEPSI PRODUCTS.$289 CHARCOAL
TOMATO SAUCE5oz.2
MEAL

64 oz.

Libby French Style

Hyde Park

31$
PEPSI & PEPSI PRODUCTS. 99" TUNA
GREEN BEANS 16oz.

2 Liter

Martha White Self Rising

Starkist Oil or Water Packed

Libby Cream Style or Whole Kernel

CORN

••

4/4 oz

200 Size

PUDDING POPS

U.S. Choice Boneless

Owen's Best Family Pack

CHUCK ROAST

GROUND BEEF

$

$
2
59
12 pk.

CHICHEingTHIGHS

3.4 lb. pkg9

LB.

F

Extra Lean

90

29

89"
51b99
59 MUSHROOMS
HANDY WRAP
$1"
Green Giant, Whole or Sliced

Jello

161
/
2 oz 3/
$1

$269
'

10 lb., 2 lb. FREE

GROUND CHUCK

859°

lb.

$

59

BEST MEATS IN TOWN
,..1V1E AT-8-•

Golden Ripe

$

BANANAS

? It)

New Crop Red Delicious

APPLES

31h

Snow Wilde

CAULIFLOWER
New Crop yellow

ONIONS
California

NECTARINES
Florida

AVACADOES

1 00

„11 $ 1 19
$129
„, 25°
59°
39°
lb

lry. size each

U.S. Choice Boneless

Owen s Best

CHUCK STEAK

BBQ BEEF

U.S. Boneless

Owen's Best

SHOULDER STEAK

BBQ CHICKEN

Fields Reg. or Thick

Owen's Best Deli Made

BACON
U.S. Choice
RIBEYE STEAK

HAM SALAD
CHEESE

Field's Classic

Owen's Best

WIENERS

BBQ RIBS

Eck rich

Owen's Best Deli Made

BOLOGNA

POTATO SALAD

It)

$298
$

89

It $

'1 89

Emge American

$219
$399
lb
$119
It
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

MyLedger& Times

TV's 'Tour of Duty' expected
to break new ground this fall

4

Dolly Parton accepts a special engraved edition of the 1987 Guinness Book of World Records from Guinness
Museum representative Charles Moore. Dolly is recognized in the book as being the most successful female
entertainer by setting a record of $480,000 for one night's performance. She is a native of Sevier County, Tennessee, the location of her Dolly-wood theme park and one of seven Guinness Museums in the United States.

'La Bamba' a lively documentary

By LINDA DEIrTSCH
Associated Press Writer
To those who were into rock 'n'
roll when "La Samba," hit the
charts, its bouncing rhythms are
unforgettable. So is the name Ritchie Valens, a symbol of the
musical revolution that propelled
poor, guitar-strumming kids to the
heights of stard6m.
The biggest surprise about the

movie, "La Bamba." is that it
took nearly 30 years for Valens'
deeply touching story to reach the
screen.
Of all the musical successes of
the late 1950s, Valens' was among
the most extraordinary and most
tragic. Famous by the time he was
16, the youth who sang his way out
of a Mexican-American ghetto
was killed at 17 in the plane crash

immortalized in song as the day
the music died." Killed with
Valens were rockers Buddy Holly,
22, and The Big Bopper
Richardson), 29.
"La Bamba" is rated PG-13 for
sex, violence and drug use involving the bad-guy brother. The
film's moralistic message that
nice guys become stars overcomes any negative impact.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — CBS' "Tour of Duty"
will arrive on television screens this fall with a lot
of baggage. It bears all the earmarks of Important Television, with a capital "L"
The producers are gamely striving to bring the
Vietnam War, minimally tempered with 1980s
hindsight, into the nation's living rooms and consciousness the way television brought the real
thing home 14-plus years ago.
This time, Vietnam will also be entertainment, a
ratings contender, with stars, co-stars, producers
and directors; competition for "The Cosby Show"
Thursday night at 8 p.m. EST.
The series follows a platoon of U.S. soldiers during their one-year tour of duty in Vietnam in 1967.
Executive Producer Zev Braun and two of the
stars, Terence Knox and Stan Foster, emerged
last week from the jungles of Hawaii, where the
show is being filmed, and walked into a veritable
firefight with television critics gathered for the
networks' fall previews.
CBS set up a news conference that also included
leaders of Vietnam Veterans of America — newly
elected President Mary Stout and former President Bob Muller — to answer questions about the
series' authenticity and sensibility.
Right away, one TV critic questioned whether
the veterans were mercenaries, only there to help
sell an "entertainment commodity."
The veterans and Knox said the question was insulting, and another TV critic termed it offensive.
Other TV writers were less cynical, but questioned everything about the series, from the vintage of the hand grenades, to the level of violence
acceptable at 8 p.m., to the question of not enough
violence to deter America's youth from going to
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Friday, Aug. 14. through Thursday, Aug. tO
5:30 a.m. Morning Edition Terry Gross's Fresh Air joins Morning Edition from 8-9 a m
9 a.m. Daytime Classics Seven hours of classical music with news headlines and
features hosted by Margaret Hunt and Joe Jackson
4 p.m. All Things Considered National Public Radio's news magazine of the air
6 p.m. Radio Reader with Dick Estell "Witness to a Century" begins Monday
Friday, Aug. 14
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics — Classical Encore with C B Hunt
8:30 p.m. Nightbeat Mike Rathke offers a program of cool and progressive jazz from the
50s through the '70s
II p.m. Soulflight
Saturday, Aug. 15
6 a.m. Pickin' with A look at new albums in the WKMS folk/bluegrass library
7 a.m. Weekend Edition with Scott Simon NPR's news magazine for weekend listeners
8 a.m. Music from the Front Porch. Folk and bluegrass music from the WKMS record
library with Linda Horner-Cain and Lynn Jarrett
12 noon. Mountain Stage with Larry Croce Guests are Jane Boss and Hoyle Osborne, and
Frank Wakefield.
2 p.m. Our Front Porch with John Sheffler Trapezoid is joined by Howard Levy.
3 p.m. Kentucky Fried Chicken Bluegrass Music Festival Highlights from the 1986 ICFC
festival from Louisville
4 p.m. All Things Ozinsiderea
5 p.m. The Flea Market Jim Post and The House Band welcome Michael Smith and
Townes Van Zandt
7 p.m. Marion McPartland's Piano Jazz. Guest is Shirley Horn
8 p.m. Jazz Horizons with Cam Williams.
Sunday. Aug. 16
6 a.m. Opus 87 with Mike Rathke. Chamber music and festival performances and
classical music from the W'KMS record library
II a.m. Weekend Edition with Susan Stamberg
1 p.m. The Big Broadcast of 1987. Bobby Bryan features the music of Duke Ellington.
Dizzy Gillespie, The Mills Brothers, others
4 p.m. All Things Considered

Monday. Aug. 17
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics — The St. Louis Symphony Orchestra. Erich Leinsdorf conducts works by Husa. Mozart and Brahrns
8:99 p.rn.Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Featured artists include Red Norvo. Snooky
Young, Carmen McRae. Stan Mark, and others
Tuesday. Aug. 18
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics — The Montreal Symphony Orchestra. Semyon Bychkov conducts works by Dvorak and Tchaikovssky Andras Schiff. piano soloist
8:30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include Earl Hines. Stan Getz.
Mel Torme, Buddy Rich, Oscar Peterson, others
Wednesday, Aug. 19
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics — Music from Washington — Pianist Christopher O'RUey
performs works by Bach, John Adams, Liszt. and Wagner
8:30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Featured artists include Red Garland, Scott
Hamilton. Lionel Hampton, BWy Daniels, and others
Thursday. Aug. 20
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics — The New York Philharmonic Andrew Davis conducts
works by Bax, Tippett. and Beethoven
8:30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Featured artists include Marlon McPartland,
Plas Johnson, Singers Unlimited, Duke Ellington, and others
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5 p.m. Our Times Interviews and features with WKMS news and public affairs director
Kent Jenkins.
6 p.m. Legacies — The history of women and the family in America from English settlement to the Civil War
6:30 p.m. NPR Playhouse — Tales from the Shadows. "The Dream of a Desparate Man"
by Feodor Dostoevesky.
7 p.m. Vocal Chords. Faculty members from the MSU department of music survey the
tradition of classical vocal music.
8 p.m. Audiophile Audition with John Sunier
9 p.m. New Sounds with John Schaeffer
10 p.m. Music from the Hearts of Space.
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war. Others thought the series avoided the politics
of the Vietnam War, while still others thought it
had too strong a point of view.
Braun concluded that the controversy in the
room proved the need for the show as a longawaited assimilation of the war into American
society.
Stout, who served in Vietnam, said "The charcterization is as real as the people that I knew,"
she said.
Muller said he went to a screening of the show
with apprehension, but was relieved at its compassionate view of war from the soldiers' point of
view.
"I was a platoon commander. I lasted for eight
months before I caught a bullet in the chest," said
the wheelchair-bound Muller. "And I've got to tell
you — just as you saw in this pilot, we didn't fight
that war for reasons of political ideologies. We
fought that war because we needed to survive."
Muller went on to call the series a "courageous"
act by CBS. It might not be so courageous. "Tour
of Duty" is an excellent television show.
The pilot compares surprisingly well to the
hard-edged recent Vietnam films "Platoon" and
"Full Metal Jacket," though it feels more like the
earlier, often overlooked "Boys in Company C,"
which was a trifle more accessible to mass
audiences.
Braun promises "Tour of Duty" will break new
television ground by engaging viewers with a
likable group of series regulars — then killing
them off. He got a sidelong glance from Knox,
who obviously didn't see that clause in his contract. Knox noted that he doesn't die in the first
four scripts that he's seen so far, at least.
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KSP's booty
is destroyed
following raid
BOOZE BASH! — Kentucky
State Police, under the direction of a court order, on Monday destroyed a quantity of
alcoholic beverages it had confiscated during raids in the Post
I district, including the Murray
Eagles Club, said Post I Information Officer Chuck
Robertson. The left photo
shows KSP Sgt. Robert Brown
and Post I maintenance
employee Vester Taylor
unloading a pickup truck load of
alcoholic beverages with the
help of an employee of the local
sanitary landfill, while the right
photo shows a bulldozer
crushing the hundreds of cans
of beer and other alcoholic
beverages.
Mayfteld Messenger photos

Sixth mine found in gulf,
possibly laid for Kuwaiti convoy
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP ) — The
Gulf of Oman yielded a sixth
floating mine this morning, and

crews from three countries were
reported searching for the
mysterious explosives creating a

Plants...
(Cont'd from page I)
to $40 to the price of a car.
Two congressmen flanked the governor as she testified.
Rep. Romano L. Mazzoli, D-Ky., said it would be "advantageous to
the entire commonwealth of Kentucky" to get subzone status for the
plant, which is to be constructed in Scott County.
Rep. Larry Hopkins, R-Ky., urged the panel to reject "the ugly
spectacle of mindless Japan bashing" that he said brought on opposition to the plan from various U.S. industries.
Giggling rippled in the hearing room when he called efforts to block
the tariff break-"a 1987 version of the infamous internment camps of
the 1940s."
Opponents of the plan complained that Toyota would actually lessen
employment in the United States by importing most of the parts of the
cars it manufactured at the plant.
Milton Deaner, president of the American Iron and Steel Institute,
said that the "proposals probably are in the public interest if only
purely local interests are considered."
"But the question that the board must address in this case is not
whether or not the proposal is in the interests of Scott County, Ky.,
because that answer cannot be doubted, but whether or not it is in the
national interest for the government to grant subzone benefits."
The American steel industry representative pointed to a Toyota application for subzone status that said 45 percent of the weight of steel
in each vehicle "will probably be sourced domestically from the
beginning."
"Obviously, then, a large portion of the steel TMMU tToyota) intends to purchase will be imported," Deaner said.

new hazard in the busy shipping
zone.
Sources said teams from the
United Arab Emirates, the
Sultanate of Omaniand the U.S.
Navy were deploying boats and
helicopters to scan the area,
where a mine blew a hole in an
American-operated supertanker
this week.
The sources, asking not to be
named, said the search teams
were working in different areas,
and the Americans had not actually been seen. "But we understand
they're out there," one said.
Diplomats said this week that
Washington agreed to a request
from Oman to help with
minesweeping.
The crews were blowing up
mines with gunfire or defusing
them aboard ships, then examining them for clues to their origin,
the sources said.
The source of the mines in the
waterway outside the Persian Gulf
has not been established, but Iran
is widely believed to be responsible. Shipping sources speculate
that the mines were secretly laid
in an attempt to disrupt the U.S.
Navy-escorted convoys of Kuwaiti
tankers, which are organized and
depart from the area.

Murray couple
supports quality
programs at
local MCMA

Murray Head Start program to
hold registration at Murray State
The Murray Head Start program will hold registration from 9
a.m. until 3 p.m. on Tuesday, Aug.
18 and Wednesday, 'Aug. 19.
Registration will be held on the
first floor of Murray State's
Special Education Building on 16th
Street, across from the National
Boy Scout Museum.
All persons whose child will attend Head Start this year, including second-year returning
students, must attend registration. Children of parents who do
not attend registration on one of
these two days will be dropped
from the class list.
Families who have not already
provided the following information must bring it with them to
registration:
• Proof of the family's income
for 1986 or for the last consecutive
12 months;
• Child's birth certificate;
• Child's immunization record,
TB skin test certificate, and
hematocrit results;
• Child's medical card;
• Social security numbers of all
persons in the household over 21
years of age; and
• Documentation of handicapping condition if child is
handicapped.
Head Start is a federally-funded
child development program for 3
and 4-year-old children who are
primarily from low-income
families.
The Morray Head Start progrant serves a total of 200
children: 100 in Murray-Calloway
County, 60 in Mayfield-Graves
County, and 40 in Marshall
County.
The Murray-Calloway County
children will attend classes in the
Special Education Building at
Murray State. and 40 children will
attend classes at Murray Middle
School.
The Head Start program, which
has no fee, provides the children

and their families with services in
the areas of education, social services, health, and parent
education.
Parents are expected -to participate in the program to assist
the staff, to learn how to better
cope with and teach their children,
and to enrich their own lives.

Parents are advised not to bring
their children to registration
because it is a lengthy process.
Please enter the Special Education Building through the rear
door on the lowest level. Parking
is available in the parking lot on
Calloway Avenue.

Greenspan sworn in as chairman
WASHINGTON t AP — For the
first time in eight years, America
has a new head of its central bank,
a position often described as the
second-most powerful job in the
country.
Alan Greenspan, a respected
conservative economist, was
sworn in Tuesday as the 13th
chairman of the Federal Reserve
to replace Paul Volcker, who
declined to be nominated for a
third four-year term.
Greenspan, who took the oath of

office from Vice President George
Bush. was praised by President
Reagan as an "economist's
economist" who will "bring all his
skill to bear to the task of promoting continued economic
growth while keeping inflation
low."
Greenspan, a millionaire consultant to some of the country's
largest corporations, previously
served in government as chairman of President Ford's Council
of Economic Advisers.

EARN A MASTER'S DEGREE
IN ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS
WITHOUT LOSING TIME FROM YOUR JOB.
Looking for a program to improve your communication skills
in your job and receive graduate credit? But can't take college classes that are normally scheduled?

Murray State University now offers a master's in
organizational communications that can be earned in
approximately 24 months through the weekender program and directed studies. Weekender classes meet 5-9
p.m. Friday and 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday on four
weekends during a term for three hours creditjt's a
convenient way to get the education you need without
conflicting with your work schedule. For more information, contact Dr. Jerry Mayes, chairman, Dept. of
Speech Communication and Theatre, Murray State
University, Murray, KY 42071 or call (502) 762-4483
•

Murray Civic Music Association
appreciates all the civic-minded
persons who support it. They
especially thank those who have
been loyal members through 29
years of growth.
Marilynn M. Forrest
Vice President, Public Relations
Murray Civic Music Association
Rachel and Robert Hendon
have been supporting the Murray
Civic Music Association for
"longer than I can remember,"
said Mr. Hendon.
He is a retired agriculture
economics teacher at Murray
State University, and Rachel,
though a housewife and mother for
many years, is retired from the
Bank of Murray.
She said,"We like the quality of
programs that the Murray Civic
Music Association offers which,"
she added, "are equal to what can
be seen in large cities such as
Nashville or Memphis."
Both Hendons were born and
reared in Murray and have three
daughters who are now school
teachers.
The MCMA Drive Week this
year will be Aug. 31 through Sept.
5.
Headquarters are at the
downtown branch of the Bank of
Murray.
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On All Prescriptions.
•PCS, PAID Metimet,
Downtown
APS, BC/BS
Court
Medicaid Ky.
Squory
Murray
•Emergency Service
•Mail Out Service
*Screening For Drug Interactio
•2 Registered Pharmacists
•Free Delivery
•New Lower Prescription Prices
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Thursday
Friday

4-Wheel Drive
Truck Pull
Monster Truck — 7:30 p.m.

4

2

Family Night

Horse Show
7:30 p.m.

Midnight Madness

Arm Band Night — Rides only '7"
6 p.m. til Closing

10 p.m. - 1 a.m.
All rides for 1 price - '7"

Saturday

Kiddies Day (21 & under) 1 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Merchandise arriving daily
in our gift shop

'6" all you can ride

Demo Derby

753-1462

•
.; ••••

7:30 p.m. Discount rides for all ages
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Coach moves up

Furr appointed TVCC assistant
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Guy Furr isn't a man who enjoys
sitting still. He certainly isn't a
man who passes up opportunities.
Furr, a 1980 Murray High School
and 1985 Murray State University
graduate, has accepted the position of assistant coach at Trinity
Valley Community College in
Texas.
The 26-year-old Furr replaces
Kip Motta who accepted a position
with Washington State University.
Motta, son of the NBA's Dick
Motta, was the primary reason
Furr applied for the job.
"Seeing Dick Motta's son there
told me right away that this was a
top class program," he said in a
telephone interview. "I knew he
wouldn't send his son to anything
less."
Furr leaves Samford University
where he also served as an assistant. The real seller for Furr,
however, was his work at basketball camps that included stops at
such notable programs as North
Carolina, North Carolina State,
Notre Dame and Louisiana State.
Furr, who played basketball at
Bethel College (an NAIA program
in McKenzie, Tenn.), has also

MSU returnees in
top shape for fall
From MS( Sports Information

After conditioning testing of hi:
68 returning players, Murrk,
State head football coach Mike
Mahoney is pleased.
A total of 12 returning players
achieved all four of their summer
conditioning goals, which means
they enter fall practices in better
overall shape than when they left
school last spring.
Seven seniors led the way in surpassing their goals in weightlifting
and running: fullback David
Williams. defensive tackles
Rickey Brewer and Steve Hill.
linebackers John Tharpe and
Kerry Stepter. defensive back
Greg Sanders and punter David
Dercher.
Juniors who returned in topnotch condition were defensive
tackle Jim Murphy, defensive end
Joe March and linebacker Tony
Clark. Sophomore defensive end
Jamie Lowicz and freshman
linebacker James Burr round out
the even dozen who excelled in the
summer conditioning program.
,"I've never been around a team
that reported back in such excellent condition," said MSU
assistant coach Glenn Jones. "The
tests we use to evaluate our
oLVerlayers are designed to reflect
dedication to the summer workout
program. There's no way a player
could take it easy the first part of
the summer. then work hard for
two weeks and reach his goals.
The results show the entire team
has worked hard to prepare for the
coming season."
The Racers continue pre-season
conditioning drills in preparation
for their first day in full pads,
which is scheduled for Saturday.
The Saturday evening practice
will close with an hour-long
freshman scrimmage at Roy
Stewart Stadium. The scrimmage
will begin at about 8:30 p.m. and
the public is invited to attend: ,

Dayton Tire

Guy Furr

fourth before Jesse Barfield hit a
three-run homer over the screen
at Fenway Park in the fifth, giving
the Blue Jays a 9-2 lead.
"Any time you get four runs at
the
start it gives you a little
By The Associated Press
leeway," Stieb said. "That's been
Having Dave Stieb on the mound a big key to how well we've been
brings out the best in the Toronto doing lately. Our batters have
Blue Jays' batters.
been helping out our starting pitEvery starter had at least one chers by scoring early."
hit Wednesday night and the Blue
Rance Mulliniks, who joined
Jays finished with 17 in a 10-4 vic- Tony Fernandez and rookie Fred
tory over Boston that kept them McGriff with three hits for the
11,2 games in front of Detroit in the Blue Jays, said Stieb has pitched
American League East.
well enough to win regardless of
It was another case ofei3verkill his run support.
for Stieb, 12-5, who won his sixth
George Bell and McGriff had
straight decision with seven inn- RBI singles and Mulliniks hit a
ings of six-hit pitching. The Blue two-run double in the first. The
Jays have scored a total of 36 runs Blue Jays jumped on Boston
in his last three wins.
starter Jeff Sellers, 4-5, for 10 hits
Toronto scored four runs in the before he was replaced in the fifth
first inning and two more in the by Steve Crawford, who was
greeted by Barfield's 25th homer.
Tigers 8, White Sox 7
Detroit, which rallied from a 5-0
deficit, stayed closed to Toronto as
Matt Nokes singled home the
game-winning run in the top of the

American

i

50,000-Mile Treadwear
Limited Warranty!
/ Dayton Blue Ribbon IV
Steel Belted Radial

ninth inning.
Tom Brookens and Pat Sheridan
led off the ninth with singles
against Bob Thigpen, 3-4. After
Tim Tolman struck out attempting
to bunt, Nokes lined a single to
center to score pinch-runner Jim
Walewander with the go-ahead
run.
Willie Hernandez, 2-2, the fourth
Detroit pitcher, pitched a hitless 1
2-3 innings for the victory.
The White Sox led 5-0 before the
Tigers scored twice in the fifth,
four times in the sixth and once in
the eighth, on Alan Trammell's
19th homer.
C
Chicago tied it 7-7 in the bottom
of the eighth on a bases-loaded
walk to Jerry Hairston and an infield out.
Angels 8, Twins 2
California snapped Minnesota's
five-game winning streak and
seven-game home winning streak
as Kirk McCaskill pitched a fourhitter for 7 1-3 innings for his first
victory since April 15.
A 17-game winner last season,
McCaskill, 3-4, was 0-4 with an 8.10
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Garage Door
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Ask about other sizes

White letter
radial for vans,
pickups, RVs!
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Hinged Patio Door Unit
38997
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Marking Chalk
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77c

Daytona Radial 70
• LOw, sporty-looking 70 senes
radial with fiberglass betts
Size

vance in J.C. ball, you need to
know everyone you can in Texas."
Furr, who will teach some introductory math courses, will also
introduce a mini-Cardinal team to
Trinity Valley, for youngsters in
grades 1-4. He began working in
youth basketball programs with
the Little Indians in his one-year
stint with Paducah Community
College.
Furr has been impressed with
the Cardinal program since arriving last week.
"We're flying guys in here that
are 6-8, 6-9 and from all across the
nation," he said. "We are a national program."
The team will take on an international flavor over its Thanksgiving vacation when it plays in a
tournament in the Bahamas.
Furr hopes that the TVCC position leads to bigger and better
things — he anticipates his next
move will be to the nearby
Southwest Conference — but, for
now, he is happy with his current
job.
"I'm just going to take it one
step at a time and hopefully it will
fall into place," he said. This is
definitely the job I want right
now.,,

Stieb brings out best in Blue Jays, Reds' road trip tangles NL West

$

White letter
radial with a
wide tread!

worked with Shot Doctor Clinics.
Through those summer camps
and clinics, Furr has made contacts with LSU's Dale Brown and
Minnesota's Clem Haskins. In
fact, it was a recommendation
from Brown that led to Furr's
appointment.
The TVCC job ensures a close
relationship with at least one more
notable coach — the Cardinals'
Leon Spencer.
Spencer, in his 23rd year at the
helm, has built a program that has
boasted 10 All-Americans since
1973 and is a consistent Top 20
team. Trinity Valley reached as
high as No. 3 in 1982.
"He's definitely one of the top
junior college coaches in the nation," Furr said.
While Furr's career continuertr
move at a steady pace, he realizes
that this season will not be all fun
and games. TVCC plays in the nation's toughest junior college conference and, according to Furr,
Texas is the nation's hot spot for
junior college players and
coaches.
"Almost every game here is a
sell-out. We're the only show in
town," he said. "This is a highprofile program. If you want to ad-

earned run average since returning from an elbow injury on July
11.
McCaskill allowed homers to
Kent Hrbek and Roy Smalley, but
California pounded Twins starter
Les Straker, 5-7. and two relievers
for 12 hits, including a two-run
homer by Ruppert Jones and a
two-run single and RBI double by
Gus Polidor.
Royals 2, Yankees 1
Steve Balboni hit his 16th homer
with two outs in the eighth inning,
then Kansas City preserved its
victory over New York when
Wayne Tolleson was thrown out at
home plate for the final out.
With the Royals leading 2-1 in
the ninth, Charlie Leibrant walked
Juan Bonilla, then fanned Bobby
Meacham for the second out.
Roberto Kelly doubled and
Tolleson, running for Bonilla, was
thrown out at the plate to end the
game. Left fielder Lonnie Smith
relayed to shortstop Ross Jones,
who threw to catcher Jamie Quirk
for the final out.
Leibrandt, 12-9, scattered eight
hits en route to his seventh complete game. Rick Rhoden, 14-8,
gave up Balboni's homer as the
Yankees lost their sixth game in
seven outings.
Indians 8, Orioles6
Cleveland hit five solo homers,
including two each by Cory Snyder
and Joe Carter, to subdue
Baltimore.
Brett Butler hit the other homer,
making a winner of starter Darrell
Akerfelds, 1-3, who won his first
major-league game with relief
help from Doug Jones, who pitched two innings for his third save.
Eddie Murray had four RBI, including a three-run homer, for the
Orioles, and Cal Ripken Jr. added

a two-run homer.
Mariners 4, Athletics 3
Ken Phelps hit his 18th home run
and Mickey Brantley hit a tworun, inside-the-park homer,
leading Seattle over Oakland.
Mark Langston, 13-9, gave up
three runs on seven hits in 6 1-3 innings, and Bill Wilkinson pitched
the final 2 2-3 for his sixth save.
Langston struck out six, giving
him a major league-leading total
of 188.
Phelps homered in the second
inning off Gene Nelson, 5-3, and
the Mariners scored their final
three runs in the third.
Rangers 12, Brewers 3
Texas trounced the Brewers as
Pete Incaviglia drove in three
runs, and Darrell Porter and Pete
O'Brien added two RBI apiece.
Porter had three hits, including
his fifth homer, to pace the
Rangers' 16-hit attack. They had
two runs in the first and two in the
third before scoring six times in
the sixth for a 10-0 lead.
Paul Kilgus, 2-4, went 6 2-3 innings for the victory. He struck out
seven and allowed nine hits, including three by Milwaukee's
Paul Molitor, who extended his
hitting streak to 27 games —
longest in the majors this season.
Incaviglia singled in a run in the
first, drove in another with a
sacrifice fly in the third and had
an RBI double in the sixth.
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Racer fans to make Louisville trip
The Murray State University
Alumni Association has arranged
a special accomodation package
for Racer football fans traveling to
Louisville for the Sept. 26 game
between Coach Mike Mahoney's
Racers and the Cardinals of the
University of Louisville.
The Hurstborne Holiday Inn,
located near the intersection of
Watterson Expressway and Interstate 64, has a block of 150
rooms reserved for MSU fans at a
special rate of 442 per room,
available on a first-come, firstserved basis.
Reservations for the special rate
can be made through the MSU
Alumni Affairs Office through

Sept. 1 by calling 762-3737. After
Sept. 1, the remaining rooms in
the block will be released, but
MSU fans still can take advantage
of the discount rate if rooms remain available in the hotel by calling the Holiday Inn Sales Department at 426-2600.
The Holiday Inn also will be the
site of an alumni gathering immediately following the game,
which is scheduled for a 7 p.m. ET
kickoff.
Tickets for the game will go on
sale in the Murray State Athletic
Ticket Office Sept. 14 at a cost of
$12 each. The Athletic Ticket Office is located in Room 211 of
Stewart Stadium, phone 762-4895.
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Jones Goodyear
721 S. 12th St.
753-0595

Treated Landscape

Timbers
8' Long

$297

Insulation

Sti
a

1 2 X 15 Kraft Back
3/
50 sq. ft. per roll

$769
Per Roll

1985 Chrysler Convertible, ,fliy 18 000 actual miles one
$9,500

tic
te

Murray Nissan
Chrysler Dodge
604 S 1 2th St

753 7114
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Major League Baseball...
(('ont'd tram page 10)
strangled on the West Coast.
Tim Leary, 3-7, and a pair of
relievers teamed on a five-hitter
Wednesday night and the Los
Angeles Dodgers beat the Reds
1-0.
Cincinnati slipped into a firstplace tie with San Francisco,
which defeated Houston 8-1. The
Reds had been all alone in first
place since June 12, when they
shared it with San Francisco.
The Reds were swept in four
games in San Francisco and have
lost two of three in Los Angeles.
Houston is only three games
behind the co-leaders.
"At this point, I'll do whatever I
can to help the team, because
we're still in the race," Leary said
after pitching seven strong innings
and singling home the game's only
run.
Leary took a four-hitter into the
eighth against Cincinnati but left
after a leadoff walk to Nick
Esasky and Kurt Stillwell's single.
Tim Crews relieved and Dave
Collins sacrificed the runners into
scoring position. Crews then
retired Barry Larkin and Buddy
Bell on grounders.
In the ninth, Eric Davis opened
with a walk and Matt Young
replaced Crews. Young got the

final three outs for his 10th save
Leary also got two hits.
Bill GuHickson, 10-10, took the
hard-luck loss. He gave up four
hits in seven innings and the lone
unearned run. Gullickson has lost
fair straight decisions since July
21
Giants 8, Astros I
Bob Brenly hit a grand slam that
capped a six-run seventh inning as
San Francisco routed Houston.
Mike Scott, 12-9, was tagged for
eight runs on 12 hits in 62-3 innings
during one of his worst outings of
the season.
Candy Maldonado hit his 14th
homer in the second off Scott. The
host Giants, who have won six of
seven games, broke it open in the
seventh. Jeffrey Leonard hit an
RBI single, Maldonado had a
sacrifice fly and Brenly hit his 13th
homer and second career slam.
Astros pitchers have allowed eight
grand slams this year, tying an NL
record and one behind the major
league mark.
Atlee Hammaker, 8-8, gave up
two hits in six innings. Don Robinson finished with one-hit relief for
his 14th save.
Pirates 11, Cardinals 0
Pittsburgh's Bob Walk pitched a
four-hitter and gave St. Louis its

Nicklaus fires best round of year
CASTLE ROCK, Colo. — He
stands a feeble 106th on the money
list, but the Golden Bear was starting to make ominous noises along
the tree-lined fairways he designed at Castle Pines Golf Club.
Jack Nicklaus emerged from a
season of hibernation to shoot
"probably my best round of the
year" Wednesday and advance
through first-round play in the International golf tournament,
Nicklaus had 12 points under the
modified Stableford scoring

system being used in this unique
event.
Under the format, an eagle is
worth five points, a birdie two
points, par zero, bogey minus-1
and double bogey or worse minusthree.
"I haven't had many good
rounds this year," Nicklaus said.
"It's nice to have one. I don't know
if it was my best round score-wise,
but it was the way I played. I
played confidently."

first shutout of the season in 113
games. The Cardinals had been
the only team in the majors not to
be shut out
Walk, 4-1, pitched his first
shutout and complete game since
July 5, 1986 The host Pirates ended a six-game losing streak to St
Louis.
Walk also capped an eight-run
fourth inning with a bases-loaded
single, and when the ball rolled
through center fielder Willie
McGee for an error. Walk scored
on the play.
Joe Magrane, 6-4, took the loss.
Sid Bream and Bobby Bonilla hit
two-run doubles and Johnny Ray
went 3-for-3 with an RBI single.

fl%

straight decision and New York
scored two runs in the fourth inning on a pair of Montreal
misplays.
Darling, 9-7, gave up six hits in 7
1-3 innings. Roger McDowell
finished for his 17th save
The Mets snapped a 1-1 tie in the
fourth with two unearned runs
Darryl Strawberry reached on second baseman Casey Candaele's
error and scored when Mookie
Wilson singled and the ball was
misplayed by center fielder Herm
Winningham. Wilson later scored
on Rafael Santana's sacrifice fly

A

Phillies 13, Cubs 7
Juan Samuel's grand slam

DIVISION

OF TANDY CORPORATION

H

Today's Lesson in Savings—Buy Now!
Hi-Power Digital AM/FM Stereo
Receiver STA-2600 by Realistic -

PC Compatible
Tandy® 1000 SX

Save $200

Save $200

79900

• 29995
•

sm. • • I mmmmm

999.00

Reg. 499.95

That's
State Farm State Farm Insurance Companies
Offices Bloomington Illinois
insurance.-

broke a 7-7 tie in the seventh inning and sent Philadelphia over
Chicago
Samuel, who also tripled, drove
in five runs. He became the first
player ever to reach double
figures in doubles, triples, home
runs and stolen bases in each of his
first four seasons.
Samuel's slam off Ed Lynch.
1-7, was his 22nd home run of the
season, breaking the Phillies'
record for home runs by a second
baseman set by Granny Hamner
in 1953.
Von Hayes hit his 19th homer for
Philadelphia, which won its fourth
straight game. Jeff Calhoun, 1-1.
got the victory.

BIG BACK
TO SCHOOLSa

Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there

AAA
a

PAGE ii

Ratio That*

< SCOREBOARD
*Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

Braves 2, Padres 1
Zane Sinith pitched a six-hitter
and Gerald Perry hit a solo home
run as Atlanta won in San Diego
and ended the Padres' sevengame winning streak.
San Diego's winning streak was
its longest in two years. The
Braves had lost three in a row.
Smith, 12-6, struck out five and
walked four in his sixth complete
game.
Perry hit his ninth homer in the
first inning against Eric Nolte, 1.1.
Murphy hit a sacrifice fly in the
third. Nolte gave up three hits in
six innings.
Mets 4, Expos 2
Ron Darling won his fifth

TM_ RSDAY. AUGUST IL IW/

100 Watts Per Channel, Minimum RMS Into 8 Ohms
From 29-20,000 Hz, With No More Than 0.0584 THD

With Two 5'/4" Disk Drives

Low As $32 Per Month.

Low As $20 Per Month.

America's best-selling PC compatible computer' Ready t.4
use with DeskMate' II software for word processing,
spreadsheet analysis, electronic filing, calendar/alarm, and
more 384K RAM expandable to 640K #25-1051
CM-5 Color Monitor. #25-1023
299.95

Our finest receiver. at our lowest price ever! Has drift-free digital tuning with
six FM and six AM memory presets, search and scan modes Fluorescent frequency display. Separate bass, midrange and treble controls Inputs for CD,
video player, turntable and two tape decks. *31-3015

Home

Home Satellite TV System

Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
VI
1.
Pet.
GB
Toronto
68
46
596 —
Detroit
65
46
584
14
New York
66
49
574
24
Milwaukee
59
54
522 84
Boston
53 60
469 144
Baltimore
51
63
447 17
Ctrs eland
13
71
377 25
Next D4n1.ion
Mr
I.
Pet.
GB
Mumesota
62 53
539 —
California
58
56
509
34
Kansas City
57
56
504
4
Oakland
57
57
500
44
Seattle
56
58
491
51
,
Texas
54
5/4
482 64
Chicago
45
67
402 154
dednesday's Games
11 Texas 12. Milwaukee 3
Detroit 8. Chicago 7
Seattle 4. Oakland 3
1'Ies-eland 8. Baltimore 6
Toronto 10. Boston 4
California 8. Minnesota 2
Kansas City 2. New York 1
Thursday's Games
California (Witt 13-8) at 51Innesota
il'ariton 6-10)
Milwaukee (Bono 7-41 at Baltimore iBod.
dicker 7 61
Chicago I Bannister 7-9,at Toronto
I Niekru 7,11)
11,-troll I Morris 12.4, at Kansas City
I clubicot 9-111
Only games scheduled

Realistic 2500

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
V. L
Pet.
GB
St Louis
69
44
611 —
New York
65
49
570 44
Montreal
62
51
549
7
Philadelphia
58
55
513 11
Chicago
57
57
500 121
,
Pittsburgh
51
63
447 184
West Division
Vi
L
Pct.
GB
Cincinnati
59
56
513 —
San Francisco
59
56
513 —
Houston
55
58
487
3
Los Angeles
51
62
451
7
Atlanta
50
63
442
14
San Diego
46
68
404 121
,
ednesday'a Games
New York 4. Montreal 2
/
Philadelphia 13. Chicago 7
San Francisco 8. Houston 1
Pittsburgh 11. St Louis 0
Atlanta 2. San Diego 1
Los Angeles I. Cincinnati 0
Thursday's Games
New York I Gooden 9-4, at Chicago 1Mason
4-11
Cincinnati (Browning 5-91 at Los Angeles
I Hershlser 12-101
Atlanta (Palmer 6.94 at San Diego Grant
2-61
Houston i Ryan 4 131 at San Francisco
Krukow 3-61
Pittsburgh i Drabek 4-101 at Montreal
i Smith 7-61
Philadelphia I Carman 7-8 at St Louis
1('ox 8-3

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

739-9888

PEPPERS
Paris, TN

Save $607

'85 VW Jetta
- Local one owner, 4 dr , 5-sp
under 30,000 miles, AM/FM
stereo cassette, air. EXTRA
CLEAN
'84 Dodge Charger
—Sporty economy 2-dr hatchback. air. AM/FM stereo
40,000 miles MUST DRIVE

00

138

'83 VW GITI
—Ready to roll Air, AM/FM
stereo casserte Fuel economy
and FUN TO DRIVE

nn

'83 Lincoln Town Car
—Total luxury Every available
option, premimum cassette
stereo system Treat yourself to
a TREAT
82 Buick LeSabre Ltd.
—Nicest around All power options. dove gray with gray interior TOO NICE TO DESCRIBE

5

1299

22995

Save
$70

Reg.
199.95

Low As $20 Per Month •

Recorder

Reg. 299.95
Low As $20 Per Month.

Beeperless 'Check messages
and change announcements from
any tone phone Voice synthesizer
gives time/date of each message
#43-392

AM/FM Tape

No crystals to buy' Program it to monitor any
of 23.684 frequencies
#20-133 Batteries extra

Car Stereo
Under-Dash
EQ/Booster Stereo Cassette

Minisette•-16 by Realistic

AM/FM
Headset

By Realistic

By Realistic

Cut
33%

STEREO-MATE
By Realistic

s,

32qeig3

38% Off

2495

Reg.
39.95

3995

Cut 45%

Reg

5

59.95

299

Take it anywhere' Record
FM. AM or -live ' with the
built-in mike *14-1075

Ends cable swapping Select from five sources at
the flip of a switch
*15-1261

Reg
54 95

40 watts total power
Seven-band EC
fader 112-1954

Batteries extra

Dual-Alarm
Clock Radio
Realistic

Power Strips
By Archer

499
cut
5
29%

39 95

Cut

18%

Reg. 69.95 1
Auto-reverse for non-stop lis- Excellent FM stereo
tening Auto-search Eight
and AM listening on !r-',
watts total power 012-1979
go! #12-128 ea-.

Dual-Conversion Superhet
Radar Detector Cut 29°
Road Patrol XK' by Micronta

Chronomatic'-248 by

I

Emergency
CB System
TRC-412 by Realistic

sr-

k

29%
Off

Cut 25%
Four Outlet

Cut 29%

Reg
14.95

Reg
34.95

1495

times!
Two separate wake-up
Battery
alarm
or
AM
FM.
backup *12-1555

Reg
19.95

Built-in circuit breakers
061-2619/2620

Backup battery extra

"Note-Taker" Personal Phone
ET-125 by Radio Shack
Cassette
CTV1-70 by Realistic

1488

2995
11111110___

Tone/pulse
dialing' White,
#43-509
Brown
#43-510

Reg.49.95

With auto-level, cue/
":„ oorx14, ,1050

re7

,vrcHABLE

f129
28%
Off

36%Off
895
Reg. 13.95
Sound superb
Lightweight
#33 1035

Dual-Alarm
Digital Clock
y Micronta

I

;

1•0,
)
, C16504).

,))-11;),I)e

Plv,
IP)1)

of.
,e'.)) e• FCC reg)ste,e,!
.1PDP)1(1)
,
C 11701'

17.95

Has two alarm times'
Snooze control *63-778
Bli ,
i IC,
1,,P,, P,!•a

`r

PAPTICIPA•N

S,
C1M

By Micronta

AND .71 fid

The "write time
Shows time or
day and month
163-5075
•

•
toRtif

Handy Digital
Watch/Pen 11

Reg
395 5.95

5 Reg

•

4995

Everything you need to call
for help without leaving yot
car With CE3 antenna and
case *21-1506

Cut 34%

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio /hat* Store or Dealer Nearest You

TOUCH TO`.)
, ,ones Ine the oea long c1s),i ')• •,,y ,te),1s
1,11.

Know what's down the road' Spots speed radar quickly Exclusive FAST - circuitry reduces false alerts Separate tones for X and
K radar bands #22-1615

Nova' 35 by Realistic

Reg. 19.95

Reg.
69.95

Low As S2Q Per Month •

Stereo
Headphones

Cut 25(vo

40wo Off

Reg
169 95

S
sr: 11
9
95

Si' Outlet

2495

'77 Plymouth Fury
— Only one local owner, velour
interior, V-8. auto • air. AM/FM
stereo

Whatever It Takes, We Went To Be
Your Car and Truck Company
1332 E. Wood St.

Reg
1995.00

1

By Archer'

'77 Buick Skylark
—Only 56.000 acutal miles, V-8.
auto . air. 2-dr

'86 Jeep Comma nche Pick-up 4X4
—V-6. 5-sp. AM/FM. only
15,000 one owner miles

Save $70

Wireless Remote
Our lowest price ever
User-installable
Descrambler ready
^csof-rnbier not included

RF Video
Selector

'81 Olds Cutlass Supreme
Coupe
50 000 miles, local car, SHARP

VANS & TRUCKS
'86 Plymouth Voyager — One
owner, 37,000 miles, like new,
two-tone blue, auto., air, tilt &
cruise and much, much more.
This one won't last. Come and
test drive It today!

PRO-32 by Realistic

Month •
Low As $64 Per

642-5661

'75 Chevy Malibu
— Only one local owner. 55.000
miles. auto V-8 air, 4-dr

200-Ch. Scanner

81/2-Ft. Dish System

DODGE—CHRYSLER—PLYMOUTH
'85 Plymouth Reliant
- Local one owner, auto . air.
PS.PB AM/FM stereo PRICED TO SELL

Remote Phone TAD-320
DUoFONE
Answerer

FP)

Most Major Credit
Cards Accepted
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CLASSIFIEDS
1

Legal

Notice

2

•

Help

Wanted

NOTICE
TO CREDITORS
- The following estate
fiduciary
appointments have been
made in the Calloway
District Court. All
claims against these
estates should be filed
with the fiduciary
within six months of
date of qualification.
John Arna Gregory.
Sr.. Route 07, Box 39,
Murray, Ky, 42071
THE Gold Nugget.
Deceased. John A. south side of square.
Gregory, Jr., Route Mayfield, Ky 247 6762
07, Box 30, Murray, Diamonds, black hills
Ky, 42071 Executor. gold, 14kt gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
John A. Gregory. Jr., guarantee it." Jimmy
204 South Sixth Street, Thompson Jeweler
Murray, Ky 42071
4
In Memory
Attorney.
LEGAL NOTICE
In Loving Memor.1.
A final settlement of
accounts has been filOf our Dear Mama
ed in the Calloway
Ruby Fulcher. You left
District Court by
us 6 years ago today.
Ralph
Roby, ExAug 13th. 1981.
ecutor. of the estate of
It was like only yesLorene
Hatcher,
terday
Deceased. Exceptions
That you had to go
to this settlement
away to be with Jesus
must be filed in the
We miss you, Dear
Calloway
District
Mama, more every
Court on or before
year
August 24, 1987, the
But in our hearts
date of hearing.
you are always'near.
Ann P. Wilson.
We'll see you some
Circuit Court Clerk
sweet day
In that land so far
2
Notice
away

47
& holding?

The 5 C's

No age limit to apply. Our most comprehensive policy
pays for Skilled, Intermediate
or
Custodial Care.
With Medicare's
new guidelines for
confinement, Nursing
Home
Insurance is more
important
than
ever. For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-tree locisJ claim service"
HOME and care for
elderly person
Call
492 8879

Wanted

10 Business Opporturwty
SERVICEMAN B
"VENDING equipment
Education and ex
of all types, new and
perience
High school used
Financing
graduate or equivalent available for qualified
plus two years of ex companies and in
perience with specialized dividuals For informa
training in the field of air tion call Randy at 1 800
conditioning, heating and 592 5414
ventilation equipment
Instruction
installation and service 11
including related trades
Specialized training in
the field may be con
Lyndla Cochran
sidered as work ex
Dance &
perience Must have a
valid drivers license.
Gymnas
tics
Salary $6 19 per hour.
Apply at Personnel Ser•
Pre-Registration
vices, Sparks Hall,
753-4647
Murray State University,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
E0E/M-F.
LEARN TO DRIVE
SOMETHING new un
TRACTOR-TRAILER
der the sun! Reps
needed for business
accounts, part time
$18,000 potential full
time $60,000 + poten
EXPIMMINCI 41111111110. tve
woe
tial, work own hours
*OWN he 'we Po p.A paw'a
Training provided. Call
Pert-Oline ••••
,,
q L1C,C.frOw•nor
Deco
1 612 938 0019, M -F,
Accesdlitsd Swami
8A.M 5P.M
ST
Roundel Ald Ayala*.
WANTED General news
ALLIANCE
•,
.4. • kflk IMI
•
reporter for weekly
teldIPPod. •••
newspaper Must have &
be proficient in the use of
Call Toll Free Anyttme
35mm camera. Ex
perience helpful. Send
resume to P.O. Box 185,
Benton, Ky. 42025.
Want to Buy
WANTED: Someone 14
19 40 yr,. of age 1 3 ACRES
of land within
(preferably with child 6 miles of Murray.
Land
or children) in or near where home once
stood
North Calloway school would be nice
Would
district to babysit 6 year consider more
acreage
old after school, M-F
Call 753-3096.
Call 759-1105 after 6P.M.
15. Articles for Sale
CAMOUFLAGE army
9 Situation Wanted
pants & shirts, work
GENERAL house and boots, motorcycle
office cleaning 5 years helmets & camping sup
experience. References plies. Jerry's Sporting
supplied 759 1578 or Goods, 6th & Walnut,
753 8642.
Mayfield, Ky. 247 4104

CAREER opportunity in
sales or sales manage
ment International Co
We will train you High
income! Good benefits!
Send resume P 0 Box
56, South Fulton, Tn
38257
DAYT1AAE dishwasher
and busboy
Apply in
Person only
Martha's
Huh Burger. 413 S 4th
St
H OMEWORKERS
WANTED! TOP PAY!
121 24th Avenue, N W
Suite 222 Norman, OK
73069
HOME assembly in
come Assemble pro
ducts at home Part
time Experience un
necessary Details. Call
813 317 0896, Ext. 613
MEDICAL typist for
busy physicians office,
part time. Send resume
to P.0
Box 462,
Murray.
MURRAY State students
Job's not easy, job's not
fun But if you're serious
about business, give this
a run. Strong back
needed. Call collect
(216)673 1202.
NEED a lob? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if • (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
Council
JTPA
Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753 9378 between 830
12.00 5 days a week.
Sadly missed
NEED work full or part
by your husband.
time. Call Avon, Faye
Orville
McClure 753-0232 or Want
and daughters
to buy Avon.
Marjorie and
PART time cashier
needed Must be willing
Juanita
to work Sunday after
MIDDLE age lady
noons Apply in person looking for work. Will
Murray Home & Auto, clean offices or homes,
5 Lost and Found
Chestnut Street.
or will do babysitting.
LOST Camel colored SECRETARIAL opening
Phone 527-9558.
female short haired mix Bookkeeping required. ODD lobs Yardwork,
breed dog, bob tailed, payroll experience a plus. hauling, gutters, etc.
answers to name "Jill", Must be able to meet the Call Andy 753-6959.
has on blue collar. public. Send resume and WILL keep
elderly per
759 4887
references to P.O. Box son in my home or
will
963, Murray, KY. 42071
Sit with elderly people.
6
Help Wanted
Call 753 0305
tABYSITTER needed WANTED. Tour guide,
for infant in my home or Paris Landing. Guaran
WOULD like to take
must live close to teed salary, make up to care of sick or elderly 5
university. Call Robin $300 $700 for 4 days. 615- days a week, $600 a
at 759 1836.
232 6096.
month. Experience.
tABYSITTER needed WAN TED-:----part-time- Phone 527-3474 or 753for 2 year old, 3 days per mechanic/ salesperson
2200.
week, 8: 30A.M.-4P.M. Apply in Person at YARD mowing and
References required. In Murray Rental & Sales,, trimming. Large or
town preferred. between 8a m. 12p.m., small jobs. Call
753 2915
Aug 8 Aug. 14.
435 4447.
-97

Happy
Birthday
Don!

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

Help

6

Murray Ledger & Times

11:322:1M3C
WHAT 00E5 A P06 00.10a)
ABOUT PLAYIN6 BALL'

HERE SPOT
FETCH!

ISAIIICII

16. Home Furmshinigs

41
20

Sports Equipment

27 lilotwie Homes tor &Me
32 Apts for Rent
EDROOM suites
IlkE new Remington
2)(60. 2 BR central heaf
NOW taking applications
hutch, table and chairs, Mll 00 12 guage and air,
carpet Call 436
for 1 BR, low income
dryer. refrigerator; Magnum $215 753 1866
2319
family, disabled or
freezer, stove, living
14x70 MOBILE home on elderly person
Call South
room set Call 753 1412
large shaded lot in Side Mano
r,
weekdays 8A M 6P.M
county. 2 bedroom, 2 9a.m 12p m , Mon Fri
24
Miscellaneous
PIECE sectional
bath, dishwasher, car
753-8221
AIR compressors Man
couch, $200 LazyBoy
port, porch, central
REDKCORATE5
recliner. $100 Phone ufacturer has an over
heat and air
Call duplex, safe, quiet,
753 7951 after 5P M
stock of brand new, In
759 1578
residential neighbordustrial grade, 5 H.P., 2
14x70 SALEM, 2 Bed
tEDROOM suites, mat
hood, walk to grocery
stage. 80 gallon tank, all
room,
2
bath,
fireplace,,
tresses and box springs, cast 21 70 C F M. with
and other services.
central
air,
gas
heat,
queen size bed spring magnetic starter. 15 year
Appliances ideal for
and mattress (oval glass warranty. Selling direct partly furnished, front single $250 monthly
porch,
outbuild
ing
large china cabinet to the public while stock
753 8096.
mirrorback), chrome lasts, $895.00 10 H P and Located at Fox TAKING applications
Meadows
.
Call
after
table and chairs, odd gasoline models also
for Section 8. Rent
4p m 759-9452.
chairs, drop leaf Duncan available Call 502 368
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
1074.
12x60
TRAILER
Phyfe table, washer S. 7594
BR
Apply Hilldale
on
100x180
shaded
lot.
3 Apts., Hardin, Ky
dryer, odd tables. Lots of BEDROOM suite, baby
bedrooms
,
1
bath,
all
other things See at South bed, canning jars,
Equal Housing
11th St.
Opportunity
pressure cooker, old ice electric and wood heat
Furnished
and
air
conbox. 753-5292.
COUCH for sale, hide a
ditioned
Negotiable, 33 Rooms for Rent
bed sleeper sofa (queen BETTER built storage $12,500
or best offer
size), earth tone plaid. buildings, now on disDays- 759-1221, after Room for rent, 1 block
play at Treas in
$175 753 7905.
from campus 759 9645
4P.M.- 759-1153.
COUCH, love seat and Murray. 8'x12' starting 1985ROOMS for rent sleep1.1x70,
2 BEDROOM,
chair, black vinyl, at $585 Call L.E
2 bath on a 150x224 lot, ing rooms near unWilliams.
489-2663.
needs work, $30. Older
12x16 storage building, iversity. $30 weekly.
CASE riding mower,
refrigerator, $15. 753
city water. 753 6520 or 753-5194.
1450;
LOYD VCR with 7512511.
3802.
Room for rent Nondrinker, non smoker.
GREEN crushed velvet remote, $200; "camera 2 BEDROOM,
Windsor
lenses
with Pentax
$12 a week 753 7671 or
couch and calair, prac
mobile
home
for
sale.
mount
zoom & wide angle
tically new. 492 8496.
Beautiful large kitchen 753-5292
MATCHING sofa, love plus certificates for 500 with bay window, carrolls of film & 120
34. Houses for Rent
seat and chair, neutral
enlargements, $250". pet, furniture, drapes
1
colors, brand new, $500
BEDROOM un •
washer and dryer, disCall 759-9752.
or best offer 759 4813
hwasher, stove, re• furnished house at Col
CEMETARY plot
after 5P.M.
frigerator, extra nice. dwater, $95 month,
Murray Memorial
Will sell furnished, par- water furnished 489
QUEEN size bed and Gardens.
759-9449.
2267.
tially or unfurnished
frame, good condition.
DORM size refrigera
BEDROOM, walking
Call 753-8506.
$100. 759 1750.
tor, $45. Call 753-3716
1 BEDROOM distance to MSU, nice
WATERBED for sale
after 6p.m.
fenced in backyard.
doublewide- with pur
43,5-2882
FORD fiberglass truck chase option , near
Ky. Couple preferred. $275
topper. 1978 Chevy truck Lake 753-8964.
per month + $275
18. Sewing Machines
bed trailer. 759 4706.
FOR sale by owner • 1986 deposit. 492 8346 after
SINGER zig zag sewing LARGE, large, large doublewide mobile 5P.M.
BEDROOM house af
machine with dark selection of storage home on 125x235 lot in
veneer cabinet with 4 buildings in stock for Conrad Heights Sub- Panarama Shores, $250
No pets.
drawers and matching immediate delivery. division, 3 miles east of per month
chair with a lift-up seat. Acree Portable Murray. Central air and 753-6531.
1 BR house, appliances
Bought new in '74, used Buildings, Mayfield, heat. Call 7512992.
very little. Just been Ky. 502-247-7831.
MUST sell- 1977- 12x65 furnished, gas heat. No
pets. References & de
serviced and ready for MULCH for sale shred- trailer. 3 bedrooms, 1
ded hardwood bark by the bath, wood underpin
posit required. Call 753
use. $150. 753-7714.
truck load, brown or fling and small porch
3300.
black, fresh or full corn
roof recently resealed, FOR rent in Murray 4
posted U -haul or we de- immediate possession. bedroom, 2 bath house.
liver. Call Jerry 759-4808.
The City of Murray will accept
Lease. $275 rent plus
Call 4918341 to see and
NEW picnic table for make an offer. Must see $275 deposit. Re
sealed bids for the painting of
sale. 759-1293.
ferences. Call 502 623
to appreciate.
OREGON saw chain
8826 after 4P.M.
Fire Station #2, South 16th
sell- 1974 trailer
3/8" pitch, for 16" bar 12x40, 2 bedroom, stove, TWO bedrooms, wood
Street. Specifications are
$8.99; 20 & 21" $9.99. refrigerator, couch, stove, redecorated, 8
Wallin Hardware; bed, air conditioner, miles SE of Murray
available at the City Clerk's OfDowntown Paris, Tn.
steel porch and steps. Married couple only,
fice, 207 S. 5th, Murray, KY.
RUBBER bed mats for 753-2928.
references, deposit. 492
all pick ups. Stokes
8594.
Bids must be submitted no later
28.
Mobile
Homes
for Rent
Tractor, Industrial Rd
753,1319.
than August 27, 1987, 12:00 Noon.
1 AND 2 bedroom
SEARS air compressor, trailers in city limits. 37. Livestock-Supplies
Holmes Ellis
220 volt, 3 h.p. motor, 34 No pets. 753-9866 or SIMM'ENTAL and
h.p. compressor, $275. 753 2365.
Mayor
Simbrah bulls. Per
Catl 753 1429 or 753-9595.
formance & semen
2
BEDROOM mobile tested. Excellent
TOMATO juicer,
qual
Victoria 200, $29.99, home for $120 a month, ity. $650 & up Cadiz,
THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
Wallin Hardware; $120 deposit, in town. Ky. 522-8794.
Call after 5P.M.
Downtown Paris, Tn.
38. Pets-Supplies
USED riding mowers, 753-9227.
all sizes and all prices. 2 OR 3 BR, furnished or 2 CH. pointed AKC
unfurnished, some new Australia
Stokes Tractor, Indust
n cattle dogs
furniture, natural gas
Parakeet furniture
rial Rd., 753-1319.
and 2 show quality Ger
electri
c,
air
con
WEST KY HARD
man Shepherds for sale
WOOD KILN Red Oak ditioned. Shady Oaks Obedience training &
75.3-5209.
boarding in air condition
$1.35 per 100 board foot
3 BEDROOMS, 13 miles facility. 436 2858.
395 5900. Other hard
from
town. Adult 1 MONTH old mate
woods available.
WE now have Briggs couple. 140 a month. kitten needs good home
489,
2243.
Call 753 4809 before
and Tecumseh engine
parts. For all your
5P.M.
service needs see us at 30. Business Rentals
Stokes Tractor, Indust
5x40 STOREFRONT, 4 0 . Produce
rial Rd., 753-1319.
1303 Chestnut St. ad
APPLES- call 489-2467 for
ioining MSU 615 262
information. Tuckers
2 6 . TV -Radio
0000.
Orchard, Murray Landfill
Rd.
LEASE TO OWN • 25
Business space, near Un
console TV with remote, iversity. Phone 753-9393.
Public Sales
$53 a month. Murray FOR rent: Office or 41
Rental & Sales. 753-8201.
store space at Southside
LEASE TO OWN • Wir
Shopping Center. Phone
eless remote VCR, $32 a 753-6612 or 753-4509.
month. Murray ReVal PRIME office space for
& Sales. 753-8201.
rent Downtown Court
LEASE TO OWN- 19" Square. Utilities and
color TV, $28 a month. ianitorial service furThurs., Fri. & Sat.
Murray Rental & Sales. nished. 753-4682 or 753753-8201.
8302.
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Apts for

Rent

641 N. next to church.
Flint Church Rd.
Watch for signs.
Washer & dryer ar cond
ref, tum clothes, lots more
rrusc

1, 1 8. 3 bedroom
apartments. Lease and
deposit No pets
No
children. 753-9208.
18. 2 BR brick duplex,
ACROSS
Answer to Previous Puzzle
33 Transgress
$235 S. $260 a month. No
34 Care for
pets. Call 753-6931.
1 Highlander
35
Pigpen
1, 2 OR 3 bedroom
5 Tai P I E NIS W A TEG A L A
36
Speck
apartments, nicely
8 Agitate
ALE
ERINASM
37 Kind of dance
furnished, located near
12 Learning
PAT
38
Bridge
ENTRANCED
campus. Days, 753 6111;
13 Ethopian title
40 Metal
nights, 753-0606.
14 Comfort
ALTER
ESSE
containers
15 - Flew
1 BEDROOM duplex,
LA
ARE
RETS
41
Calcium
stove & refrigerator fur
Over
TOE
symbol
A IS
RATIO
flushed, $135 per month
the Cuckoo's
43
That thing
OD
S‘,. I L
Nest"
PAL
TO' plus deposit. 435 4181 at
Fri. 8-5
44 Tangled
ter op m. or 753-4845 days.
16 "In - Way"
POUND
SAG
COT
mass
18 Branch of
1 or 2 BEDROOM
Sat. 8-Noon
EASE
NEW
45 That man
10
apartment near down
military
47 Born in the
EMIT
town Murray Call 753
service abbr
OTHER
1514 Canterbury Dr.
-"
4 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 6 6 5 0 or
19 Latin
RETRACTED
ETA
49 Diner
Children's clothes adult
436 2844.
conjunction
LOEIHELD
ROT
51 Game at
20 Kiln
T BEDROOM apart clothes, crafts, collector's
WARD
cards
ER IS
dolls, misc
ENS
21 River in Italy
ment near university,
52 Revival
23 Guido's low
carpet, gas heat, water
55 Lights-out
furnished. No pets.
note
signal
2 Pact
24 Irritates
symbol
489 2244.
56 Baseball stat
3 Mine find
26 Choir voice
9 Type of cross
2 BEDROOM apart
57 Against All
4 Tellurium
28 Clark of old
10 Convincing
ment for rent No pets.
symbol
11
Lease
movies
753 9475 or 753-0521.
Unrefined
5
16 Healthy
29 Small lump
2 BR apt close to cam
DOWN
6 Male deer
17 Hurried
30 By way of
pus, furnished, washer/
7
Doctrine
20 Lubricates
32 High cards
dryer hook up, $250 a
1 Wild plum
Fri., Aug. 14th
8 Selenium
22 Running
month. Call 753 0919.
25 Follows
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
IMMEDIATE opening in
2
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 11
instructions
Almo for 2 roommates to
26 Make into
1508 Story Ave.
share expenses Neat &
12
13
14
leather
clean a must Females
Name brand clothes
27 Part of stove
preferred but not re
15
18
17
18
waterbed, household arquired. 527 3082, ask for
UU 28 PI
Aeriform fluid
ticles color t v many
Donald
19
20
21 22
29 Intellect
23
other items
LUXURY country
31 Fuss
living energy efficient 1
24 25
33 Offspring
26
27
bedroom duplex. $200
34 Zest
No pets Call 753 8848
36 Tropical
28
before 9P.M.
30
29UU
fruits
UI
MUR Cal apts Nor•
37 Crown
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR.
33
34
32UUU
39 Math term
Now renting
Equal
40 Greek letter
Housing Opportuni4x.
35
36
37
41 Rudely
759 4984
In
concise
NEARLY new 2 bedroom
38
40
Fri., Aug. 14th
42
On
ocean
the
duplex in quiet area
39UU
44 Mix
Tastefully
decorated
in
a.m. - 5 p.m.
8
41 42
43
44
45 Cowl
45
46
earth tones All rooms are
46 Vast ages
ample size with large
121 South
48 Viper
49
51
bedroom closets Wood
47U48
One
who
Lynwoo
50
d Estates
deck and private back
50UUU
excels
52
yard Ideal for retired
3rd house on loft
54
51 Cover
persons 1702 Oakhill
53UUUU
Clothes dishes iewelry
53 You and me
Drive in Westwood $325
55
56
57
54 - and fro
rnisC
per month, lease and de
posit. No pets 753 0814.
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Yard
Sale

-7411

Ill

32

5
Party
Yard Sale

Atel 3
1)
4

te
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4
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4461,rilf4

Co
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Homes for
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Used Cars
49
Used Cars
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
1981
DA TSUN 210, 4
2 BEDROOM house with
ALL
types
of
masonry
cyl.,
auto , air,
carport, 4 6 acres, plus
WET BASEMENT' We
work
Block
brick,
20x211" garage Call after AM/FM cassette, 64,
make wet basements
concrete
all
basemen
000
miles
ts,
753 0379
4p m .474 2785
dry
Work completely
drivew
ays,
patios
1982 CUTLASS Supreme
Public Sales
41
1 BEDROOM house
guaranteed
Call or
Large or small lobs 26
Brough
am,
excelle
nt,
write
Masonite siding, on 1
Morgan Con
years experience
514 Beale St.
acre near school, 2 loaded 753 3293
struction
Co RI 2, Box
Charles Barnett '53
miles from town Has 1982 MAZDA RX 7, red
409A
Paducah, Ky
5.476
Saturday
hook up for mobile with red interior, 5 speed,
42001
or call I 442 7024
APPLIANCE
home. Priced in low air, sun roof, louvers,
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
SERVICE
Kenmore
tinted windows, stereo,
20's. 759 1054
Westinghouse.
looks new 474 2202 after
Avon bottles,
Whirlpool. 27 years
lla.m
Fri. & Sat.
FRESH on the market, 198/ OLDS
experience Parts and
glassware, antique
Cutlass
like new 3 bedroom, 2
We carry the note
service Bobby Hopper,
Supreme 2 door, cruise,
7 a.m. - ?
bath brick home and 15
Bob's Appliance Ser
Repair and refinish
tilt, sport wheels, con
& collectibles
Call Sammy
10 mi. east on 94 turn
acres. 7 miles from
vice, 202 5 5th St
4
interior & Exter,o,
sole. AM/FM stereo
furniture
town in peaceful
right on 1346. Watch
•S 753-6448
Business 753 4872, 436
Doors. Wiridows
cassette. Must sell
country setting Offered
58-48
&
(home/.
for signs.
expeoencec
$4950 753 0606 after
Shutters & Countertops
a g••. use' car.
at
$72,000
Contac
APPLIA
t
NCE REPAIR
Bedspreads dishes linens
5P.M.
Have choice
Come see Donald at 327
installied
Kopperud Realty, 753
Factory authorized for
clothes for small children up
'77 CHRYSLER 4 door North Main in Benton
Antique Furniture
_eve
.iing p•umbing
1222.
Tappan,
Kelvinator and
to extra large adult sizes lots
Brougham, exceptional 1 Guaranteed financing
sagger1 roofs and floors
FRESH on the market I
Brown Service on gas
of misc
owner car, new Michelin With required down
bedroom brick ranch
repaired
and electric ranges,
payment 527 3082
tires. Call 436 2427.
home at excellent in
microwaves, dis
'Custom
Decks.
town location. Home '77 GRAND Prix, must 50. Used Trucks
hwashers, reBest prices on coo,
64Y SOUTh
49,7 87
'4
completely redecorated sell 753 3665 Make an
frigerators, etc
Earl
seaong ,OrA
1950 CHEVROLET pick
Calloway Garden
with in last year. Neat offer
Lovett, 354 6956 or 753
Fri. & Sat.
60' house S60
QUAL ITY
78 PONTIAC Grand up, have most parts to 5341
as a pin. $53,000. Phone
Apartments
restore Call 437 4366
Prix, good condition
70' house $70
Frame
Kopperud Realty, 753
RAIN OR SHINE
YARD landscaping, workmanship
and trim carpenter
V 8 automatic, full 1983 FORD van, leveling
80' house $80
1222.
Sat.,
drivew
Aug.
15th
ays,
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Remodeling, patio and
bivowac conversion, blade work
MUST sell Older home power, $2200 Call 492
"Factory Erperience
and bush
fencing
double air, loaded, 41, hogging
D L
Poole,
4 miles west Hwy 94
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
in Penny area $25,000 8669 or 492 8425.
Call
Building & Servicing
5430
436
or
Fri. & Sat.
000
435
4306
miles,
81
excelle
WHITE
nt
i_rOOd qua,
C'O!bt
Cutlas
s
435 4318.
753 0659
Mobile Homes Baby swing & clothes
condition
.
POCKY
Calais,
753
COLSON
930.
new
turbo
Home
tech
children & adult sizes fur8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
NEW 2 bedroom house,
COLLEY Tree Service.
•Phone
492-8488*
childrens & adults clothes
Repair
1986
tires,
Roofing,
tinted
siding,
MAZD
A
windows
LX, Keep your trees in
,
niture drapes decorating
1,000 sq ft., large deck,
2 mi. from 5 points
20 inch bicycle & misc
paintin
dark
AM/FM
g,
blue
plumbi
velour
,
ng,
interior,
tool
box, shape by topping, prunon deep water front lot at
items & much more
N. 16th Extended
55 Feed and Seed
Free es
i ng , deadwooding, concrete
Ky Lake, near Paris buckett seats & console. 30MPG, ext. warranty
Lawn mowers chain saw
timates Call 474 2307 or
Call
Sharp!
759
753-0757,
1361
after
753
3P
8975.
.M.
Landing
spraying
S.49,500.
,
POUND
fertilizi
Call
615
ng,
bales of wheat
or
towbar 78 Chevy pickup 20
753 6973
'83 HURST Olds, black, '73 JEEP, good hunting removal of unwante
231 7862.
hay 474 2796
d
camper wrpower generator ,ols
PS,
vehicle
PB,
435 4307 after trees Stump removal.
NEW house 1521 Becketf AM/FM bucket seats, 5P
ot other items
.M
cassette, ex
Complete tree care. 14
Drive in Canterbury. 3
*191
tra
clean.
79
753-8237.
CHEVY Love 4x4, years experience Free
Large bedrooms, 2 full
estimates. 753-0366.
baths, formal living and MUST sell low mileage, 20,000 miles on new
753
*
block, new tires. $1800 MITCHELL Paving
dinning rooms, extra 1984 Mazda RX7, excel
Saturday, August 15th, 1987 at 10 a.m.
5940
large kitchen with lent condition. Take best or best offer 489-2691.
Driveways, parking
at the Dan Miller Auction barn, /
Custom Kitchen
1
2 mile
FORD Van, stereo, new
breakfast area- family offer. Call 753 1904
lots, seal coating and
Cabinets
north of Lynn Grove, Ky. on highway 893.
paint, no rust 16 mpg on striping. Also,
room with fireplace, 2 car
road. Excellent condition. limestone, gravel, top
garage. 753-3903.
From Murray Ky. take 94 west to Lynn
All Types Of
soil and grading. Phone
4 new Wrangler tires. 436
OWNER sale. All-brick,
Grove. From Mayfield take 121 south to
•
•
Fri. 8 - 2
753
1537.
2858.
(Formerly
superbl
ot
maintai
y
Custom
Murray & 010,
Woodworking
ned
•
Coldwater turn south on 1836. 3 miles to
•
ranch home. Wooded,
*
NICE '77 SCOUT, 4wd, EXPERIENCED pain
it
auction. Watch for auction signs.
No Early Sales
&
*
landscaped corner lot in
V 8, auto, PS, PB, ting and paper hanging.
•
*
Nice 4 piece bedroom suite-old spool bed14
choice residential
years
experience.
removable hardtop
•
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
1708 Audubon Dr.
*
(Formerly of Bentoni
neighborhood. Large
Free estimates Call
odd beds-twin beds-nice bunk beds-fancy
#
$2200, 060 753 9489
•Drop by 8 see our showroom
*
living
753
room,
8370
i
after
19x20 den
5P.M
t
twin bed-odd chest-vanities-bookcase er
409 SUNBURY
MURRAY
Baby clothes, adult
1 Behind Bunn r &sad
Chevrolet
51
Campers
with fireplace, three
FENCE sales at Sears
stereo case-old piano-beautiful old table &
clothes, appliances, toys.
bedrooms, two
**********************
Oldsmobile
1984 39 1'2' JAYCO Fifth now Call Sears 753 2310
dishes. & lots of MSC
chairs-china cabinet-buffet-wood 8r chrome
bathrooms, utility
Wheel travel trailer with for free estimate for
items
Cadillac, Inc. all
room, tool shed. Fully
breakfast sets-tredel sewing machine-3
your needs
options, S18,500. Day
equipped kitchen with
FOR most any type
floral couches-sectional couch-hidabed
474 2251, Night 753 1687
of Paris, TN
dining and patio area.
driveway white rock
couch-coffee 8r end tables-table lamps-floor
Fully carpeted, air
43.Real Estate
Saturday, August 15, 10 a.m. rain or shine.
52. Boats -Motors
also, any type gravel,
lamp-odd chairs & recliner-elect stove &
GM
conditioning, TVA in
Execut
ive
&
dirt and sand call Roger
Late Dr. Gene Los-Ins home. From Murray.
KENTUCKY lake lot, 1
ALUMACRAFT boat, 1
ref.-2 small office ref-microwave oven &
sulated. 753-8620.
Hudson, 753 4545 or
Program Vehicles
acre, 12x60 mobile home,
Ky., take Hwy. 121 South approx. 9 ml to
year old trailer and
stand-fancy maple rocker-other maple
septic and well, $16,500. 4 7 . Motorcycles
2-1987 Cac
10HP outboard, $500. 753 6763.
Hwy. 280, turn north, auction approx 3 mi.
GUTTERING by Sears.
pieces-4 odd nite stands-combo cassette
Home 554,8128, office 442
Call 753 8592.
2-1987 Cadillac Dev •
Watch for signs.
1980
CB
650
HONDA,
Sears
continu
ous
3632.
gut
Owner financing.
player tape player and recorder-turn table
1 987 Olds Firenza
14,000
FARM: 430 Case tractor. 6 ft. blade. 6 ft
miles.
Good
ters
con
53
installed
Services
for
your
Offered
REDUCED $10,000.
with fancy cabinet-some good brass
987 Olds Caiais GT
dition. Call 759 1959
specifications Call
pickup disc. 8 ft. wheel disc, 5 ft. disc. 6 ft.
25x40
store
front,
5
A
1
ENTER
PRISE
1
987
piecea-8 place setting of Noritake chinaChev Celebrity.
Sears 753-2310 for free
rental apartments. after 4P.M.
bushhog, 2 row cultivator. 1-2-12 in plow, 200
Wholesale dealer in gas
1 987 Olds Toronado
Diana Pattern l-large lot of good Chinese
estimate.
Large lot has potential. 1981 YAMAHA YZ100 dirf
and
Case plow 13 plows), seed sower. 3 pt. hole
wood
burning
ap1986
Olds
Cutlass
bike.
conditio
Good
n.
dishes-decorative items-Reed & Barton
1303 Chestnut St., adpliances, offering full
digger, bean wick. 100 gal. fuel tank. 4
1986 Cadillac Ei Doracc
Asking $300. Call 474 2785
joining MSU 615-262sterling silver pieces-1930 sterling flatwearservice installation.
after
round hay bale racks, scaffold wagon. 100
4p.m.
1986
Olds
Toronacc
°000.
Also, fireplace repair.
sterling & silverplate ladel-8 sterling Cor1981 YAMAHA -656
1986 Chev C;13 •..
round bales & 1 lot square bales--hay; eat- •Chimney cleaning
dian cups by George Jense, Inc.-miniature
44 Lots for Sale
Special, new battery
tie vaccination supplies, 2 wheel trailer.
*Masonry *Damper
salt dishes silver & china-Chinese Domino
and
back tire. $750 or
*B i rd screen 'Hoods.
FOR sale by owner
motorcycle trailer, gas pump, 14ft alum.
CONSTRUCTION
best offer. 489-2691.
game by Mah Jong-stem pieces glass &
Lake lots, financing
436-5355.
We Want Your Business
boat, trailer & Johnson motor, poplar &
1984 200-S HONDA,
CO.,
available. 753-6621.
silver-original Strathmore artist water colINC.
A
1
STUMP
Removal.
Let Us Prove it
cypress lumber 2 X & 4 X's. extension ladexcellent condition
KENTUCKY Lake lot. 1
Reasonable rates, 10"
or paintings with frames-a unusual and
•\ieW Constructio,
$550.
4354417.
der, 5 hp rototiller.
90
acre,
1
below
12x60 mobile
-642-3900
surface. Call us
beautiful picture with late 1700 date-Sea
•Remodeling
home, septic and well, '71 HARLEY Davidson
HOUSEHOLD: 4 pc. French provincial
before you decide. Free
Hvvy
79
W
Parrs
shore print by Turner W/C-other fine
•Roofing
$16,500 Home 554 8128 Sportster, perfect condi
estimates 753 0906.
canopy bedroom suit, bar stools,
lion, rebuilt from 1 end to
Japanese pictures-2 fur coats-new set of 6
or Office 442 3632. Ow•Concrete Work
typewriter 8r table, canning jars. bedside
the other. Like new, be
ner financing.
Case XX steak knives-2 old trucks-old wood
,ontract Or by hour
cammode. elec. lift chair for disabled.
autiful.
Lots
chrome
of
NICE lot on 121, 6-1/2
boxes-good watch makers desk complete
ANTIQUES: hames. wicker bassinet.
Murray, KY
miles North on natural $2500. Call 753 1429 or 753
with tools & small lathe that came from
enamelware, treadle sewing machine, side
gas lines. 180x300, $3600. 9595_
1-502489-24
82
Henry Ford the 1st work shop. Come to see
'82 HONDA CX 500,
Days 753 1953 or nights
saddle, iron skillet, iron cultivator seats.
water cooled, shaft
this.
753 0870.
HAMILTON Cultured
dog irons.
driven
,
low
miles
Will sell Mr. Prentice Thomas paper
marble and tile. 643 Old
MISC: tarp, trumpet, guitar. camping &
Sharp bike! Call 753
46 Homes for Sale
Benton Rd. 753 9.400.
hanging equipment-special table & 4' paper
1442.
fishing equipment. ping pong table, double
INSULA
11
1/2
TION
MILES southeast of
blown in
cutter-few carpenter tools-good Craftsman
FOR sale or trade 1979
compartment tubs, car ramps, hand &
by Sears TVA ap
Murray 1982 Energy
table saw-20' wood extension ladder-old
On the Square
proved. Save on those
garden tools.
Saver, 54x24 Doublewide, GS1000 Suzuki. 753 7300
wall drill press-push mower-Case riding
high heating and cool
bricked 1 /2 up, large
Refreshments available. Not responsible
Summer Liquidation
Reduced Price
mower with electric start-elearic heaters
ing bills. Call Sears
bricked front porch, 3 BR,
for accidents. For information and your
753-23
2
bath,
10 for free
fireplace, great
& fans-dinner bell-new small gas grill-6"
Clearance Prices
auction needs, call:
estimate.
room, dining room, kit.
vise-air tank-like new compressor-exercise
For
Sens
atio
chen, ceiling fan, new
LEE'S CARPET
nal
Savi
ngs!
bike-beauty shop equipment-metal logierwell pump, new septic, 22
CLEANING
For all
bicycles-750 4 cylinder motor cycle-new
Call after 5 p.m. 436-5867
acres, stocked pond, all
Your carpet & upholst
blade for Snapper rear tine tiller-good
fenced, new 15x30 shed,
ery cleaning. For a free
EXCELLENT CONDITION
large corn crib. Very
estimate call 753 5827.
vacuum cleaners-office desk-new topper
Arsetionespri..
quiet & friendly
Sagerences.
for short wide bed-chain hoist-horse drawn
Used Cars
753 9324
neighbors. S38,000. Call 49
492 8594
LI
electrician,
tools-air conditioners-super sharp red belMrs. Todd 436 2105.
1947 FORD street rod
residential and corn
Sat., Aug. 15, 10 a.m.
ly Ford tractor-1 row cultivators-boom
EY owner- Attractive 4 under construction.
mercial. Air condition1400 Walnut St., Benton, KY.
bedroom, 2- 1 /2 bath Chevrolet V-8, 3 speed
pole-grader blade-farm wagon with sidesing. Sales and service.
brick home on wooded automatic, Mustang II
Gas installiation and
Selling the real estate & personal property of Lilly
real nice 140 I.H. tractor with cultivators-77
lot on quiet street near frontend, Nova rearend
Saturday, August 15th. 1987. 9:00 a.m.
repair for natural and
Dappert who has moved to the nursing home.
Ford truck 1 ton p.s., p.b., auto with long
university and Robert- With new leaf springs.
LP Fred's Repair 753
Murray State University Surplus Proper•
Real Estate - 2 bedroom frame house v.ith attachbed-18 h.p. Johnson motor-14' jon boat and
son school. Large Also have 2 long wheel
7203
ed garage. hardwood floors, central heat & air. full
ty. Location: Second & Poplar Street. Murtrailer-B John Deere tractor-old footed cast
country kitchen with all base toppers for sale.
LICENSED electrician
basement on approx 165' X 165' lot with plenty of shade
ray, Kentucky.(Former Landolt Garment
appliances. Carpeted, Can be seen at Donnie
iron bath tub-miniature lamps-2 12 ga. douoffering
quality
service
& good garden spot located in one of the better sections
Factory)
heat
pump,
Hudson'
TVA
at
s
a
inBody
low
cost
Shop.
Re
ble barrel-New Haven 410 shotgun of town - Real estate sells approx. 12 noon.
sulated. Home offers 2 753 6475; after 5P.M.
sidential or commer
Inside Rain or Shine
Winchester 410 shotgun-12 ga. auto
Personal Property - Beautiful couch with wood trim
separate living areas, 437 4817
cial, day or night.
Office Equipment: Tables, desks, chairs.
antique
velvet
love
seat arm chair - velvet chair Remington -Winchester 22 rifle model
ideal for family with 1977 GRAN Le
753 2614.
Mans
several
IBM.
Remington,
swivel rocker • wood rocker • coffee & end tables- round
Royal
teens or elderly mem , Pontiac station wagon,
59-1899-Massberg 8r Sons 20 gaugeMOBILE HOME
typewriters, adding machines, calculators.
marble top table odd tables - magazine rack grandbers.
Low
60's.
Shown
bucket
Special
seats
ist,
Massberg & Sons 16 ga.-Stevens model 94
with con
Repair,
mother clock Hammond electric organ & stool • RCA
by appointment. 753- sole. Good conditio
computer equipment, tele-type, shelves,
leveling, underpinning,
n.
16 ga.-6 hole gun case with glass doors-old
2699
color t.v portable b&w t v. desk mirrors - pictures
Trade for pickup. 435
roofs, floors, plumbing,
file cabinets, student desks, typesetter.
pocket knives 8r razors.
CHARMING 2 bedroom 4493.
& beautiful old ornate frames floor lamps nice table
wiring, washing,
copy machines. duplicating machines. and
Many other items not listed.
beautifully decorated 1979 TRANS Am, white
lamps - Ken Holland prints Amazing Grace, John 3 16.
hurricane straps 759
Pitney Bowl Postage Scale.
country home on 3 with red interior,
Auction held rain or shine.
4850
Style
of
Its Own - in nice frames 3 pc hard rock maple
good
Restaurant and Cafeteria Equipment:
acres,
lovely
shaded
condition, sharp! 435
bedroom suite - Lillian Russell solid cherry 4 pc
NEED work on your
Not responsible for accidents.
Yard, only 5 miles west 4268.
Drainer racks. Wire racks, plate dispenser.
trees? We can beautify
bedroom suite - Jenny Lind bed rollaway bed • old
Lunch available.
of Murray. Must sell. 1980 BMW
food warmers, refrigerators, ice cream
your yard by topping,
maple chest - odd dresser with oval mirror - doilies 320; New ex
Want offer. 753 9349.
shaping, dead wooding
haust system, 5-speed
sheets !some new I - bedspreads throw rugs - 2 wool
freezer. cup dispensers. 4 milk coolers, cofEXTREMELY neat 3 transmission; Alloy
or removing dead or
rugs 10' X 14' & 8' X 101,1' - nice wood dining table &
fee
machines. meat slicers. plastic lids and
bedro
om, 2 bath wheels; sun roof; hi
diseased trees For
licensed & Bonded in Ky & Term #1281
six chairs • Duncan Phyfe drop leaf table - six odd ladmore.
Gatesbrough home with performance Michelin
satisfaction call the
der
back
chairs
Darrell Beane-Terry Paschall Auctioneers
- 8 place setting Noritake china 2 fireplaces. Fantastic tires, Blaupunkt AM/FM
School and Veterinary Supplies and
proven professionals at
stemmed glassware • stoneware bowls. milk glass cake
"Hy Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"
family room with built
Bover's Tree Service
stereo radio and cassette
Equipment: Scientific equipment, inplate other nice glassware set of Franciscan dishes
in bookcases
753 0338. The compel'
Just player; excellent gas
cubator, controllers, culture chambers.
Desert Rose pattern • Rogers silver tea set •
listed. Mid 70's. Phone mileage; excellent
lion knows us
you
syring
es, osometer, curcuit boards,
silverpla
salt
ted
&
pepper
shakers
Kopperud Realty, 753
•
rolling
should too
pin - pots
mechanical condition
& pans toaster Mirromatic 22 cup coffee maker
sonagraph double pump Kaiser brand and
1222
$6000 firm. 489•24/2.
ODD gob specialist,
new I Frigidaire refrigerator & upright freezer • lots
more
ceiling fans. electrical,
of other kitchen items Hoover & Kenmore vacuum
plumbing, fencing You
Sound & Video Equipment: Televisions,
cleaners - hand vacuum • 2 wringer type washers name it, I do it You
REGISTERED NURSES
projectors. record players. tape players.
Sears garden tiller Poulan 361 chain saw Echo
buy, I install
You
SPECIAL STAFFING ALTERNATIVES
VCR recorder, and more
break, I fix. Call 436
weedeater • electric hedge trimmer batter)' charger
Regional Medical Center is now offering the following staffi
Trucks. Cars & Equipment: 2 ton Inter2868 evenings.
tool
box
channel
locks
vise
grips
sockets
wren•
ng alternatives
national truck camper topper, 2 Murray
PAINTING
ches • screwdirvers • small vtce•soldering gun - hand
Interior
to Registered Nurses who have one year of current exper
ience:
exterior, commercial
saws • limb saws • hack saw hand ax brace & bit-drop
State vans. 2 Cushman vehicles, Jacobsen
(1). WEEKEND OPTION
residential Free es
cords 1.." electric drill shovels rakes • hoe tile
mower. 13 truck and tractor tires. 2 goodall
timates 25 years ex
*Work 24 hours and be paid 36 or 40 hours,
spade briar hook wire stretchers • pressure spray
mowers, and a 1976 Ford Torino Wagon.
perien
ce
Tremo
n
- lots of other hand tools • wood step ladder aluminum
*Partial benefits are also provided.
Misc. Equipment & Fixtures: Baby
Farris 759 1987
extension ladder • old flour barrels lawn chairs • lots
(2). FLEXIBLE STAFFING POOL
PAINTING
Grand piano display. lights from White
inferior,
of other misc items.
exterior 25 years ex
Hall, rolls of carpet. floor sweepers, bufTerms Real Estate - 10,-; of selling price down day.
*Fixed salary rate of $15.00 per hour,
perience Quality work.
of
fers, polishers, air purifier, air vents, paint
saie
bal
with
110 D. possession with deed
*All employee benefits provided,
Reasonable rates Free
Personal Property - full settlement day of sale
shaker, 5 ten speed bicycles, one three
estimates Yearry's
•Medical-surgical or speciality care pools maybe selected.
kuctioneers' note: This sill be an all day sale with
speed bike, one five speed bike, and much
Painting 436 1745
the finest quality furniture you will see anywhere.
(3). JOB SHARING
more to numerous to mention
Come bring your lawn chairs L spend the day with us.
•Share a job with a friend!!
.4nnouncements Made Day of Sale
Lunch available - not responsible for accidents.
Don't miss this sale conducted hs
•Prorated benefits are provided.

4
Party
Yard Sale

Yard
Sale

49

0.4" Look
Need Car
Good, Bad.
No Credit
No. Int.
Bankrupt

3 Party
Yard Sale

Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - ?
701
Poplar St.

Large
Community
Yard Sale

Sale

APPLES for freezing or
Several
canning
varieties McKenzie Or
,.hard, 753 4725

Yard
Sale

*Four Star*
MOBILE NOME
REPAIR

Hubert Coles
Antiques

Big
Yard Sale
Six Parties

PUBLIC AUCTION

5 Party
Yard Sale

Dan Taylor

Freddie Poe

Estate Auction

114 OHL

SAVE SAVE

SpecialSidewalk Sale
Friday & Saturday
Slaqars

1986 225
Yamaha 4.Wheeler

Bob W.Frosty Miller
Terry Shoemaker

AUCTION ev

Absolute Auction

Dan Miller-Auctioneer

C. Es

For more details about these options, please call collect or
write.
KATHY SVOBODA
PROFESSIONAL RECUITER
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
HOSPITAL DRIVE
MADISONVILLE,
KENTUCKY 42431
502-825-5244 or
MADISONVILLE
in KY call 1-800-367-0762

REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER

L'OF:

Sale conducted by:

Remodeling i Small
Plumbing Jobs

Johnston
Auction Service

Hardin Kentucky
Auctioneers.
Pat Johnston 437-4444. Charles Starks 5274642
Real Estate held Jointly with MTG Better Homes &
To.
Gardens Beal Estate Murray, KY
Judy Johnston, Managing Broker 753-40001
1.1CT US SF:11.1. FOR

783-0020

or

SEWING Machine Re
pair
All makes and
models Home & In
dustrial
Bag closing
machines Also scissor
sharpening
40 yrs
experience
All work
guaranteed Kenneth
Barnhill, 753 2674,
Stella, Ky

Hatchett Real Estate
& Auction
P.O.Rot
- Hardin, Kt. 4Y.045
Call Murray Slate Mike Finley 742 4099
Phone 502 437 VW or 502-527 5027
Evenings call 502.327 170P
Auctioneers: U.K. Hatchet', Sandford I.oare
4pp. Auctioneer: Jimmy Slaughter

Se

,

•.;•
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Pat Paschall
Services for Mrs. Pat Paschall
are today at-2 p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel.
The Rev. Luther May is officiating. Mrs. Oneida White is
pianist.
Pallbearers are Allen Rose,
Ruben Rose. Mark Paschall, Neal
Provine, David Provine and
Johnny Miller.
Burial will follow in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Paschall, 88, of 721 Poplar
St., Murray. died Tuesday at 12:15

p.m at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Dorothy Provine
and Mrs. Thelma Miller, both of
Hazel; one sister, Mrs. Clara
Paschall, Rt. 4, Murray, four
grandchildren, Ms. Jennie
Kingins, Johnny Miller and wife,
Carolyn, David Provine and Neal
Provine; four greatgrandchildren. Sarah Kingins,
Carla Kingins, Bryan Provine and
Chris Provine.

Miss Bessie Hendricks

Dr. David Perrin, acting executive director of the Murray State University Foundation, accepts a contribution from Don Hoover of Schertz,
Texas. to establish a scholarship at Murray State University in honor of
Hoover's mother, Mary Helen Gregory Hoover of Mayfield. Mrs.
Hoover, a teacher in Graves and Marshall counties for many years, attended MSU in 1923.3e. Mrs. Hoover's enthusiasm for the university has
been contagious: sons Don '71. and Dr. William G. Hoover,'56. of Paris,
Tenn.. grandson Steve Green,'81. of Amarillo. Texas, and several other
family members have attended and continue to support Murray State.

Miss Bessie Hendricks. 87, of
Puryear, Tenn., died Thursday at
2:45 a.m. at Henry County Medical
Center, Paris, Tenn.
She was a member of Puryear
Church of Christ. Two brothers
preceded her in death.
Born March 17, 1900, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late A.S. Hendricks and Altie Valentine
Hendricks.
Survivors are two sisters, Mrs.
Irene Shroat. Murray, and Mrs.
Marjorie Dunn, Puryear, Tenn.;

DR.GOTT

Scholarship to honor
Hoover is established
A scholarship honoring Mary
Helen Gregory Hoover of Mayfield
'kids been established at Murray
State University by Mrs. Hoover's
son and daughter-in-law. Don and
Carol Hoover of Schertz, Texas.
Known as the Mary Helen
Gregory Hoover Scholarship, the
3500 annual award will be
presented to a full- or part-time
student from Graves or Marshall
counties majoring in education,
music or history who has
demonstrated academic
achievement.
The first recipient of the
scholarship is Nancy Denise
Miller of Gilbertsville, a
sophomore at Murray State. Mrs.
Miller is majoring in mathematics
and biology to prepare for a career
as a secondary school teacher. She
is a dean's list student with a 3.6
grade point average on a 4.0 scale.
A native of Gilbertsville, Mrs.
Hoover attended Murray State
full-time in 1928-29, then taught at
the one-room Pennable School in
Marshall County in 1929-30. Between 15 and 20 students attended
the school, which offered classes
for first through eighth grades.
Mrs. Hoover resumed her
studies at Murray State part-time
from 1930-35 while she taught in
Gilbertsville. She earned the Life
Teachers Certificate from the
state during that period and married the late Wilson Ray Hoover in
1935. Hoover served as Graves
County Agricultural Extension
Agent for 34 years, retiring in 1969.
From 1935-56. Mrs. Hoover was
a substitute teacher in the
Mayfield and Graves County
schools. She returned to full-time
teaching in 1956. working with one
half of the fourth grade and the entire fifth grade at Hardeman
Grade School. Shejaught there until the school 1.14:‘s closed in 1966
and went on to teach at Symsonia
in the fall of that year.
Although she did not graduate
from Murray State, Mrs. Hoover
has remained interested in and

supportive of the university. Sons
Don, '71, and Dr. William G.
Hoover, '56, of Paris, Tenn.:
grandson Steve Green, '81, of
Amarillo. Texas; and several
other family members have attended MSU arid share her love for
the school, she noted.
"Throughout her career, Mrs.
Hoover has exemplified Murray
State's mission of making education accessible to everyone," commented Dr. David Perrin, acting
executive director of the MSU
Foundation. "It is appropriate
that a scholarhsip hays been
established in her name."
Friends and former students of
Mrs. Hoover who wish to contribute to the scholarhsip fund
should contact the Office of
Development, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky., 42071,
telephone (502) 762-3001.

Mary Ann Russell, an English
teacher at Murray High School.
was named winner of the Outstanding Achievement Award at the
Kentucky Shakespeare Festival in
Louisville, on Friday, Aug. 7.
In a ceremony preceding the
production of "Henry V" in Central Park, Hal Parks, KSF director. introduced Dr. Russell as the
first recipient of the award which
will become an annual feature of
the festival. It is designed to encourage Shakespearean studies in
Kentucky schools by recognizing
each year a high school teacher
who has exhibited exceptional
dedication and results in the
teaching of Shakespeare to high
school students. The award was
created by the Louisville chapter
of the English Speaking Union.
The winner was presented a
copy of a Shakespeare commentary in addition to a cash award.
The two runner-up winners were:
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Gott, M.D.

Medicine may
be the culprit
DEAR DR. GOTT - A couple of
years ago I was diagnosed as having
"bipolar affective disorder mixed." I take 200 milligrams of Sinequan and 600 milligrams of lithium.
I'm developing muscle jerks. When I
have one of these spells I can't hold oil
to whatever is in my hands. Could my
medicine be causing this?
DEAR READER - Bipolar affective disorders are the same thing as
manic-depressive illness, in which a
patient alternates between crushing
depression and euphoria. The disorder
is thought to be due to a chemical abnormality within the brain.
Lithium affects the metabolism of
brain substances called catecholamines. Although its precise role in
alleviating the euphoria ot bipolar
disorders is unknown, the drug works

414 MAIN STREET

Shirley Black of Ballard High
School in Louisville, and Susan
Chambers of Metcalfe County
High School in Edmonton.
The three finalists took part in
the weekend celebration. They
participated in seminars and
presented a panel discussion,
"Shakespeare: Method and
Madness" - a discussion of
methods to revitalize
Shakespearean studies, to an audience of college and high school
teachers at Ekstron Library
auditorium on the University of
Louisville campus.
Russell has been a teacher of
English at Murray High School for
25 years and has taught at
Paducah Community College and
Martin College in Pulaski, Tenn.
She is a graduate of Murray High
School, Murray State University,
and Peabody College of Vanderbilt where she earned a PhD. in
English in 1970.
The KSF sought nominations
from all high schools in the state
and based its selection on the
nomination letter, the teacher's
philosophy of education, and the
teacher's unit plan for teaching
Shakespeare. The winner's letter
of nomination was submitted by
the Murray High speech and
drama coach, Mark Etherton.
•
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MHS teacher wins award

Stock Market
Industrial

IP- `SO

We Haul White Coldwater
Gravel and Dirt.

K & K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically removed
24'

Deep

Free Estimates
Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp or
435 4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

BETTY BOSTON

PAT GOSSUM

MI GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

New MURRAY-MADE
Double Hung Tilt Windows
*All Aluminum
'All-Season
•Thermal i Jeparated
*Custom Manufactured•Both Sashes Tilt for Convenient Cleaning
'Windows are Double-Glassed with Energy Saving Insulating Glac
Cali Us
Today.

r-

well and has become a mainstay of
psychiatrists' treatment of manic illness. Sinequan, an anti-anxiety agent
and anti-depressant, is extremely useful therapy for severe depression.
Hence, lithium and Sinequan (doxepin) usually work well together in
treating the emotional roller-coaster
of bipolar disorders.
Unfortunately, one of the earliest
signs of lithium toxicity is muscular
weakness and lack of coordination.
This may progress to giddiness and
stumbling gait. Sinequan has also
been reported to cause loss of coordination and difficulty walking. Therefore, in
inion, either of your
medi es co
be causing your
sy toms - alth ugh lithium is the
ost likely culprit. I doubt that your
muscle jerks are the result of your
emotional illness.
Explain your symptoms and concerns to your doctor. He or she will
probably obtain a blood test to determine the lithium level in your body. If
you have too much, the dose of medicine must be reduced. If the level is
normal, the physician will surely adjust your medication schedule so that
your unpleasant muscle twitthes will
be relieved.

753-8407

297

ESP Saari.' 60 m111 Finish

1 / 1 With Screen
2030 60 Mill 1/1 vr/scrisisn

88.99
26.99
30.99
311.99

2430,60 MIII 1/1 w /screw,
21130160 MIII 1/1 w /wawa
3030 60 14111 1/1 wiscreert

19
Diamond 12-2 Wire
with ground, 250 ft.

8 ft.
Full Size Treated

HAMILTON, Ontario (AP)- Laurie Lamothe knew she had a problem when she looked into her toilet
bowl and two eyes looked back.
It turns out that a neighbor's pet
boa has taken refuge in the drainpipes under Lamothe's bathroom.
The snake popped up Sunday in her
toilet bowl.
"I looked down and saw this pair
of eyes looking at me and a tongue
going in and out," said Lamothe. "I
shouted to my husband, 'There's a
snake in the bathroom!'"
Since then, the Hamilton Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals has removed the toilet in the
Lamothes' 12th-floor apartment and
tried to lure the 6-foot-6-inch snake
out using dead rats as bait.
The snake ate one of the rats
Tuesday morning when no one was
watching but disappeared back
down the drain.
"It's still in the same place but
we're pretty confident we'll get it
out in the next day or so," SPCA
official Robert Morrison said.

Kitchen Cabinet Sale!

Off
List

CAHINFTMAKER'

Bring in your kitchen plans for free estimate. Hurry while
supplies last!

1288

29
Energy Saving Security
Light goes on at dust; off at
dawn. 175W mercury vapor
lamb included. 524 329

Hog market
;'
,Arra' State Merkel Seas Seri ire August I3.
1487 kenturky Purchaiie Sr,'.. Hog Markel Report
In, lodes N Buying Station• 11,11-elp4o Set. SC P:P11
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r, 2 3 2:NI 250 lb...
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I • 3 4 2.S0 270 lb..

14" Aluminum Turbine
V•nt with base. Brown, White,
Mill. 2216,17,18

lonsanco

5120

knERICA'S

Woman finds pet boa
peeping from toilet bowl

48" Full Assembled Shop
Lite. Bulbs included. 519157

.49ea..59.
Block & Decker 3/8 inch
variable speed. Reversing
drill, V4HP motor. 2 yr.
303593
warranty.

Grounded Outlet or Toggle
Switch. Brown or ivory. 531
641/8r(10-200) 531 6504V(10-200) 531
669/13r5w(10-100) 531 678/1v5w(10 100)

404

r. I 2 2-711 MO it..,
I 8I 3 300 4.311 ill..
I 3 430 SOO lb..
5 I 3 MO 850
ten MEM
I • 2 I :11111 300
Hoar, $35.15 44.454

$45.110 47.151
544.00-441.00
$44.00 45.00
$44.0(1-4/4.110

1 707 West Main Murray
"We have over 40 years'
experience in design
and craftsmenship
We are here to serve you and
your loved ones
Call Jim Smothers
or Jennifer Wolff
753-1962

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
St,rs

641 South
Murray
753-2617
,

special
aro°
thstrindoma of the month

S
PeCial
(M
)
.

1986 Chevy Caprice Brougham
4 dr., P.S.. P.B., air,
auto, tilt, cruise,
P.W.. p., P seats,
cassette tape, other
options.

12,500"

reg.
5.89

of the month

IOU

$43.419 44.1

Calloway
Monument Co.

$
121 By-Pass, Murray

Single Hung Aluminum
Windows with Screen offer
high quality features. Glazing
helps reduce heating and air
conditioning costs.

Burial will follow in Puryear City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4:30 p.m. today
(Thursday.

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
41 1.

JERRY AllUNS A ASSOCIATES'

The funeral will be Friday at 1
p.m. in LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Tenn.

6.15

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
753-3366

one nephew, Jerry Dunn,
Puryear; three nieces, Mrs.
Carolyn Ray, Puryear, Miss
Peggy Sue Shroat, Murray, and
Mrs. Joan Pace, Florida.

Landscape
Timbers

-

sal,

.u2
2.44

,ebate
boat
cost lor 2

”1.4
Aa T MI.&T •C

automatic

2" x 60 yards

silver duct tape
405 248

night light
509 949 GN28

18" Steel
Tool Box

Under Cabinet

G.A.F. 20 Yr.

Outlet Center

Fiberglass Shingles

888

1088

799
4

Trais Dottcenter
Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
Sala lids
759-1390
Aug 16

Open 7 Days A Week
41 Your Gornplote Horne Blinding Suppky Center
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-7:00 Sat. 8-6 Sun. 1-3
Sale Prices good at Murray Stare Only
Otbar Locations-Beaton aid Lake City

n,

4
"

41
"err art -to 4. •

I•

